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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to the Problem
The Old Testament still is the most unknown and fascinating field in
the area of Biblical Studies. Continuously new discoveries are made that
clear the cloudiness from the past and enable scholars and students of the
Bible to understand progressively about this part of the Bible. The Book of
Jeremiah is a good example of this. One of the peculiarities of this book,
constituting one of the most interesting features of the Book, is the textual
difference between the MT and LXX texts. Before the discovery of the
Qumran Scrolls the work on this field was merely a matter of speculation
caused by the lack of evidence and the granting of assumptions upon which
the Fathers of the Church and others like Josephus based their
understanding of textual transmission. ^ With the evidence provided by the
Dead Sea community this view changed. At Cave 4 some manuscripts in
Hebrew from the Book from Jeremiah were discovered that reflected the
textual characteristics of the LXX.2 This produced an avalanche of
theories, as will be mentioned in the following review of related literature.
This thesis dwells in the study of Jeremiah chapters 26-29 in the
MT, and the respective ones in the LXX, chapters 33-36. The purpose of
this writing is to analyze the pluses found in both texts and determine their
nature and character in order to provide an alternative historical explanation
^ Josephus assumed was that the Hebrew Text was unchanged and unchanging. F. M. Cross responded
to this saying that he and the Fathers of the Church obscured the history of this text by holding the above
assumption. F. M. Cross. " The Text Behind the Text of the Hebrew Bible." Understanding the Dead Sea
Scrolls. Hershel Shanks, ed. (New York: Random House, 1992), 143.
^At Cave 4 of Qumran were found some fragments ofmanuscripts on the Book of Jeremiah: 4QJer-a,
twelve fragments that reflect the text of the MT; 4QJer-b, three fragments, two of which reflect the LXX
text while the other one sides with the MT.
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from the text of Jeremiah. The reason for choosing these chapters is related
to the fact that little study has been given to them.
Statement of the Problem
The literary structure and form of the book of Jeremiah is one of the
most difficult; for this results in problems in the exegesis of the book. This
difficulty compounds when the MT and LXX texts of this book are
compared. Both texts are different in length and arrangement, the LXX
represents the shorter version and the MT the longer. The major question
to this observation is, do the MT pluses represent a corruption of the
original material? What is the character and nature of this extra material?
Does this mean the LXX represents a more reliable witness to the original
text because of its shortness compared to the MT? Also the LXX has some
material that does not appear in the MT. What is the nature of these
materials? Does this belong to the earlier edition or material upon which
the LXX translator based his work? Did these pluses originally belong to
that earlier Jeremaic material or is it the product of an editorial process?
All these questions and more have attempted to be answered and they still
are the key questions for present investigations.
During the last few years the tendency has been to consider the MT
a product of redactional process, and to see the LXX reflecting an earlier
Hebrew version of Jeremiah. This thesis seeks to verify what has been
done and to check if the pluses contained in the LXX should be considered
the product of a redactor(s) or not. This work focuses on three major parts:
1) an analysis of Jeremiah chapters 26-29 in the MT, and chapters 33-36 in
the LXX ; 2) the analysis from the results of the first part and an
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explanation of what could happen and 3) to provide an alternative
explanation, and finally raise questions based on the findings to answer in
future studies of the book as a whole.
Review of Related Literature
The following bibliographical review consists of the authors and
sources that are the foundational research resource for this thesis. This
bibliographic review is done by dividing it into two sections: 1)
composition of the book, and 2) the text of Jeremiah.
Composition of the Book: The wide range of literary forms and types;
lyric war poems, biographical material, parables, etc., make the Book of
Jeremiah one of the most complex in the Old Testament. The major
questions scholars have tried to answer deal with the authorship, structure,
and date of the book; all these cluster under the big question of the
composition of the book. In answering this question, the hot topic is the
attempt to establish the relationship between the poetry and prose of
Jeremiah.
The theories about the composition of the Book of Jeremiah are based
primarily on the conclusions of Bernahard Duhm and Sigmund
Mowinckel.3 Duhm"* in 1901, using the MT, presented the following
analysis of the text of Jeremiah:
^Carroll, Robert P., Jeremiah: A Commentary (Philadelphia: Wenstminster Press, 1986). In the
introduction to his commentary, he says, "much of recent research on Jeremiah consists of the
development or modification of the views of Duhm and Mowinckel." p.40
�*Duhm, B. Das Buch Jeremia. 1901.
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Poems of Jer. Book of Baruch Added Supplements
Book of Jeremiah
His conclusions were basically, because the majority of the verses
constituted the later additions and Baruch 's contribution, the book of
Jeremiah as a whole "reflects the fiction of Jeremiah as a preacher." This
added material reflects the influence of Deuteronomy. His view concerning
the book of Jeremiah begins with a general scroll (Urrolle), and this was
expanded by Baruch and given its final form by a series of editors who
added further material.^ Harrison pointed out Duhm's view of the book as a
whole was extreme for he reached the conclusion that the authentic oracles
of Jeremiah, the ipsissima verba , were those poetic portions written in 3:2
rhythm, in a pentameter verse, and chapter 36 as his only authentic prose
composition.^
Sigmund MowinckeP took this issue one step forward. He proposed
the following sources for Jeremiah:^
A Poetic oracles (1-25)
B Stories related to the prophet: 19:1-2, 10-lla,
14-20:6, 26-44. Attributed to Baruch.
C Speeches which do not belong to A or B, by post-
exhilic Deuteronomistic redactors: 7:1-8:3; 11:1-5,9-
^This view is supported by the majority of the scholars today, with a lots of variation regarding the details.
6 R. K. Harrison, Introduction to the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1969), 809.
"^Mowinckel. Sigmund. Zur Komposition des Buches Jeremia. 1914.
^ The division of the different sources follows Carroll's division of the sources. Carroll, 39.
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14; 18:1-12; 21:l-10;25:l-lla;32:l-2,6-16,24-
44;34:l-7,8-22;35:l-19; 44:1-14.
D Latest addition to tlie text: 30-31 ( a minor source)
Like Duhm, he considered A, as the part that preserved the ipsissima
verba of Jeremiah. Source B forms the biographic material compiled by
Baruch,9 and C constituting sermonic material followed the same formula
as Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic History. Mowinckel concentrated
mostly on the prose sermons from the book, seeing a connection with the
teachings and ways of thinking characteristic of Deuteronomy. For
Holladay, Mowinckel's "sources" do not provide a valid answer to the
problem. 10 Holladay observes strongly the differences between the prose
and the poetic part do not imply necessarily the existence of literary
sources. 11 He says this because Jeremiah himself used prose sermons with
Deuteronomistic character, poetic features could be detected in the prose
sections, and according to Holladay this reflects a new way of recording
prophetic discourse. What Baruch did is to apply the conventional style of
writing at that time, or applied the style of writing to what he used to write
(cf.l975a,411) . Their major argument was the separation of the prose
section; biographical material and the sermonic one.
Despite the general acceptance of Mowinckel's analysis for the Book
of Jeremiah, today some scholars question the conclusions he reached; even
though the scholars' opinions are divided. Among scholars differences of
opinion come over the radical difference that Duhm and, especially,
Mowinckel made between the sources B and C.12
^ Mowinckel did not give too much credit to the authorship of Baruch.
10 For more details on this, see Holladay, 15, and Carroll, 39-40.
11 Holladay, W.. Jeremiah II. (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, cl989): 15.
12 See the comments that Jack R. Lundbom makes about the subject. Lundbom, Jack R. " Jeremiah, Book
of." The Anchor Bible Dictionary III (1992): 706-721.
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The main reason for these discrepancies are the assumptions on
which scholars base their work. The basic one is whether the book of the
Law, which according to the Biblical record was found during the reign of
Josiah, is believed found as the Biblical account says, or was written then.
There is no doubt that Deuteronomistic^^ characteristics are
encountered in this book, the debate is about the nature of this material. i-*
On this discussion Thieli^ proposes out of a Deuteronomistic edition of the
Book of Jeremiah. He emphasizes this was a systematic production of the
Deuteronomistic School. On his approach he takes this point to an extreme,
and as McKane affirms, with Thiel's approach there is the danger in
"creating systematic theological aims"i6 for that Deuteronomistic editor/s.
Helga Weippert, 1981a, noticed certain linguistic features in the
book which she believes to demonstrate the key for the authorship of
Jeremiah on the prose speeches. This view is rejected by Carroll. But as he
points out, her approach suggests the idea of not giving too much credit to
the Deuteronomistic sources. ^'^
Holladay in the introduction to his commentary of Jeremiah (v.2)
provides us with a very thorough introduction to the history and the
problem of Jeremiah. He starts with three basic considerations
1. Biblical material was gathered by a community. And often it was
a period of oral tradition between the event lay behind the tradition
and the fixing of the tradition in writing. There is evidence that the
13 By Deuteronomistic the writer means features of Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History.
14 Carroll, 41.
1^ Carroll, 42. Thiel, Winfried. Die Deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 1-25. Neukirchener
Verlag: Neukirchen-Vluyn, cl973. Die Deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 26-95. Neukirchener
Verlag: Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1981.
16 Carroll, 42.
17 Carroll, 42.
18 Holladay, 2.
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book of the prophets of the eighth century of having been compiled
by disciples and being expanded by secondary additions; "therefore a
similar process at work in the book of Jeremiah."
2.- Chapter 36 of Jeremiah has two documents dictated by the
prophet Baruch. The first one was destroyed, and the second one
written after the first one, the same but with some additions. In the
book of Jeremiah three kinds ofmaterial can be distinguished:
poetry, biographical material, and sermonic prose.
3.- There is the conviction of many scholars Israel did not have
today's biographical interest and that what we got of Jeremiah was
shaped by the community religious needs, specifically liturgical ones,
complicating any attempt to reconstruct a historical Jeremiah.
Holladay's main argument about the prose material of Jeremiah is
that it "may preserve Jrm's 'voice' and that it is not to be taken as a literary
source. "20
Another area for disagreement which comes from the desire to find
out the author of the book, has to do with the role of Baruch. Here for
Carroll it is too much to credit Baruch as the biographer and companion of
Jeremiah.2i In his opinion there is room to consider Baruch Jeremiah's
amanuensis on the strength of what we read in chapter 36. If Baruch were a
biographer and lifetime companion, Carroll says, this would have been
reflected in the text in the forms of historical reports, but we find that these
stories present a literary and theological character. Questions directed at
l^Mowinckel designated this material as A, B, and C.
20Holladay, 15. See also his article "Fresh look at 'Source b' and 'Source c' in Jeremiah," Vetus
Testamentus 25 (May 1975): 394-412.
21 Carroll, 44-45.
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this observation could be made. What was the task of an amanuensis?
Does the text limit the role of Baruch in describing him as the scribe? Does
the fact it is not mentioned that Baruch was a biographer and companion of
Jeremiah deny this possibility? What if the main concern of Baruch were
theological rather than historical? Carroll's concern is to look for the
"Deuteronomist Jeremiah. "22
The question of how and who put together the Book of Jeremiah
remains unanswered at this point. The assumptions and conclusions of
modern scholars are dispersed from each other, with a great deal of
variation.
Skinner23 and Volz supported chapter 46-51, the oracles against the
nations, were not the work of Jeremiah. J. Muilenmburg24 affirms that the
original material of the book is somewhere in 1:4-25:13. Pfeiffer,25
following Monwinckel division, saw the book as being composed of three
parts: 1) words dictated or written by Jeremiah himself, 2) the
biographical material (work of Baruch), and 3) miscellaneous material
added by later editors. The first and second part being Baruch with a
Deuteronomistic style who put them together working as the editor of the
book. The main problem with this theory is that nowhere is Baruch
mentioned as an editor but as the scribe of Jeremiah (36:2, 32); though it is
recognized that the Ancient Near East scribes often did do the work of
editing of ancient literary works.
22 por Carroll any access to the historical Jeremiah is not possible. For more information about this see
"Jeremiah; Intensive Criticism / Thin Interpretation" by Walter Brueggeman, Interpretation 42 (July
1988): 270-271.
23 J. Skinner, Prophecy and Religion: Studies in the Life of Jeremiah ( Cambridge: The University Press,
1948): 239.
24 Muilenburg, J., Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible II ( 1988 ): 833.
25pfeiffer,PIOT, 500 ff.
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Harrison's observations attribute to Jeremiah most of the book 26
In the fourth year of Jehoiakim, the prophecies of Jeremiah took their initial
shape, in about 626 BC. The next stage of this writing took place after the
destruction of the first edition by the king (36:32), it was an amplified
version of the first one, and it was this that would constitute the basis for
the extant edition. According to him the Deuteronomistic style observed by
some scholars should be challenged by two important considerations: First,
Jeremiah was aware of the content of Deuteronomy or at least the content
of the scroll of the law found in Josiah 's kingship. Second, "The so-called
'Deuteronomic' style of some of the oracles was in any event nothing more
than a form of Hebrew rhetorical prose during the late seventh and early
sixth centuries BC."27 He concludes dating the extant form of Jeremiah not
later than 520 B.C.28
To all the preceding problems, the historicity of the book stands up.
Is the Book of Jeremiah reliable in its historical details? F. C. Fensham29
makes a point in calling our attention to the importance the editor took in
placing the events of the Book of Jeremiah in time and space. "The
impression created by the Book of Jeremiah as substantiated by comparable
extra-biblical sources, is that an editor with a thorough knowledge of the
history of the times of Jeremiah has written the historical notes. "And that
whoever put together the book "had a good knowledge of the history of his
time and was capable of interpreting this history in terms of the prophecies
of Jeremiah. "30
26 Harrison, 817. For this suggestion see also J. Bright and H. Weippert.
27 Harrison, 817. Harrison here is referring to what Oessterley and Robinson have pointed out about this
matter in IBOT. 298.
28 Harrison, 817.
29 Fensham, F.C. "Nebukadrezzar in the Book of Jeremiah." Journal ofNorthwest Semitic Languages 10
(1982 ): 53-65.^0 Fensham, 54.
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Text of Jeremiah: One of the most interesting features of Jeremiah is the
drastic difference in length and arrangement between the MT and the LXX.
The MT presents pluses totaling 2700 words, words that do not have Greek
counterparts in the LXX. While the LXX presents a total of about 100
pluses that we do not find in the MT. The arrangement of the book differs
greatly, mainly in the place where the Oracles Against the Nation are found.
The question of which one of the texts should be considered prior has lead
historically to four major theories as are expressed in the introductory
chapter of The Greek Text of Jeremiah: a Revised Hypothesis by Sven
Soderlund^i who summarizes this issue very well. These theories are:
1) Abbreviation Theory: The LXX is an abbreviated translation of a
Vorlage which was identical in form and length to the MT.
2) The Editorial Theory: This was proposed by Eichhorn, and said
that both text come from different editions of the book that Jeremiah
himself produced.
3) The Expansion Theory: For the supporters of this theory the
LXX text is more trustworthy than the MT. This last one having
suffered a process of enormous expansion in the course of
transmission.
4) The Mediating Theory: Both texts should be considered with
the some degree of priority, sometimes it is the MT reflecting a
prior reading and other times the LXX should be considered as more
reliable.
31 Sven Soderlund, The Greek Text of Jeremiah: a Revised Hypothesis. JSOT Supplement Series 47,
1985.
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Of these theories the last one was most accepted by the middle of
this century, supported by people like John Bright,32 J. A.. Thompson,33
Duhm, and Rudolph. Considering the evidence found at Qumran this view
has been challenged by Janzen^^ who analyzed the evidence from Qumran
and studied what he calls "zero variants" (omissions in the LXX) reaching
the conclusion that the LXX reflects an older Hebrew text with which
agrees in length and arrangement, and the MT was the product of editorial
activity in the process of transmission of the text. For that reason the MT
should be considered, textually, secondary in comparison to the LXX.
4QJer-a (12 fragments) that F. M Cross dates from the beginning of the
second century reflects the MT, while 4QJer-b, in two of the fragments,
dated around 150 BC reflects a shorter text as the LXX does.35
The following question related to the relationship between the LXX
and MT is expected; is the LXX a shortened form of the MT, or is the MT
an expanded form of the LXX ? The inclination of the MT to expand is a
characteristic of the prose sections, though in the poetic sections of the
book there is also expansion. Both traditions present pluses, the task of the
scholar is sometimes shaky in trying to determine which pluses are original
and which ones are secondary, sometimes the results are based on
assumptions with little foundation but reduced to a matter of feeling.^^
Holladay examining the sequence of the chapters says; " LXX
associates the oracles with 25:15-29, the listing of various nations who will
drink the cup of wrath; the association is undoubtedly the original one, so it
32 John Bright. Jeremiah ( Garden City, New York: The Anchor Bible, Doubleday & Company, Inc.,
1965).
33 J.A.Thompson. The Book of Jeremiah (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989).
34 J. Gerald Janzen, Studies in the Text of Jeremiah. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1973).
35 4QJer-b is representing three pieces of mss.; two agree with the LXX, and the other one with the MT.
36See Holladay's comments p. 4.
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follows that the oracles were moved secondarily to their position in the
MT...But it is to be assumed that the sequence of oracles in the MT is the
original one, since it seems to have chronological basis: The first oracle
against Egypt, the oracle against Philistia, and the earliest section of the
material against Moab were probably delivered at the time of the battle of
Carchemish; oracles against the Transjordanian states follow, together with
peoples farther away; and the oracles against Babylon, whose fall would be
delayed comes last. On the other hand, though the oracles are in their
original position in G, their sequence has been rearrange, to be understood
as the Pathian Empire, followed then by Egypt and Babylon (the Seleucid
Empire); the others follow geographically, closing with the longest,
Moab. "37
Holladay remarks that "if the proto-septuagintal text evolved in
Egypt, it is striking that an exemplar found its way to Qumran. One
wonders, did that Qumran community derive from the authorities in
Jerusalem an interest in a variety of textual traditions of Scripture, or was
this an interest confined to Qumran itself? One can at least assert that
manuscripts were carried long distances and that the Qumran community
was hospitable to variant text traditions, at least for Jeremiah. "^^
The most relevant work on the text of Jeremiah has been done by
Janzen39 by means ofworking with the Qumran manuscripts and comparing
them to both the MT and the LXX. He concentrated his study on what he
called "zero variants. "'^o His conclusions are that the LXX of Jeremiah
preserves a prior reading in many instances in comparison to the MT, which
37Holladay, p. 5.
^^Holladay, p. 7.
39j. Gerald Janzen. Studies in the Text of Jeremiah (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1973).
40 Janzen used this term to designate the material in the MT which do not appear in the LXX. Omissions
according to him is a misleading word, this is the reason he prefers to use a more neutral term.
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has undergone much secondary expansion encountered at Qumran, the
existence of a Hebrew version that agrees with the LXX shortness and
arrangement, and the fact that the LXX translator was relatively literal in
his work, "confirms the conjecture that the LXX of Jeremiah must be based
on a short Hebrew Vorlage, similar to 4QJer-b."'^i To explain this, and for
the preceding reason, both the abbreviation and mediating theory should be
rejected according to him. This conclusion is based upon the discovery of
the Qumran manuscripts, as the writer pointed out earlier.
Adding to Janzen s conclusions and revising them, Emanuel Tov^^
states that "pseudepigraphal authorship and revision were common practice
in antiquity. Among other things, it should be noted that editor II� did not
distort significantly the message of the prophet as handed down to him."'^
"Both 4QJer-b and the Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX developed from an
earlier form of edition I and that editor II rewrote a text which was very
similar to edition I, but not identical with it."^^ In this way major issues as
to the difference of sequence between the MT and the LXX are suggested
E. Tov, "The Literary History of the Book of Jeremiah in the Light of Its Textual History," Empirical
Models for Biblical Criticism. Tigay, J. ed. (1985).
42 These are the main sources from this scholar I am going to be considering in this thesis: "The
Orthography and Language of the Hebrew Scrolls Found at Qumran, Another Origin on These Scrolls",
Textus 13 (1986), 31-57. "Criteria for Evaluating Textual Readings: The Limitation of Textual Rules,"
Harvard Theological Review 75, no. 4 (1982), 429-48. "The Nature and Background of Harmonizations
in Biblical Manuscripts," Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 31 (1985), 3-29. "The Literary
History of the Book of Jeremiah in the Light of Its Textual History," Empirical Models for Biblical
Criticism. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985. The Septuagint Translation of Jeremiah
and Baruch. (Scholars Press, Harvard Semitic Museum, 1976). "Some sequence Differences Between the
MT and LXX and Their Ramifications For the Literary Criticism of the Bible," Journal of Northwest
Semitic Languages XIII (1987): 151-160. "The Nature of the Hebrew Text Underlying the LXX, A Survey
of the Problems," Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 7 (1978): 53-68. "The Jeremiah Scrolls
From Qumran," Revue de Qumran v.l4, n.54 (Dec. 1986):189-206.
43 Editor II is the one that put together the MT version.
44 Tov, "Literary History," 215.
45 Tov, 215.
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to be related "to late additions in the biblical text whose position was not
yet fixed when the archetypes of these two texts were written. "^^^
Sven Soderlund warns us Janzen "is often too quick to generalize
and simply to assume a shorter Vorlage, " and that "it is doubtful that the
present LXX text is everywhere as reliable a witness to the shorter Hebrew
Vorlage...'"^''
Studies in the area of the text of Jeremiah continue, mainly, on the
direction settled by Janzen and his innovating theory, but also it is good to
have the main criticisms that Soderlund has done with this work that inform
us of the limitations of the evidence and the danger of seeing too much
between the lines.
Presuppositions and Methodology
The author of this thesis tries to be distant from any pre-assumption
that could constitute a problem in considering possibilities dealing with the
character of the MT and LXX traditions. On the other hand there are two
main assumptions that contribute to understand the nature and reason for
this study. First, the Biblical material has been collected by the community,
and often there is a period of oral tradition between the event or facts it
recalls and the writing down of that tradition. And second, in the Book of
Jeremiah one can distinguish three kinds of materials; poetry, biographic
^� Tov, Emanuel. "Some Sequence Differences Between the MT and LXX...." Journal ofNorthwest
Semitic Languages XIII ( 1987 ):152.
47 Soderlund, 247-248.
48 In the case of Jeremiah oral and written tradition took place hand in hand though Jeremiah spent 23
years of preaching before writing (chapter 25:3). The evidence of this is found in chapter 36 where the
prophet is urge to write down the prophecies by the Lord.
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material (the work of a biographer, most likely Baruch), and sermonic prose
that has its origin in Jeremiah's own preaching.
The methodological steps taken in this thesis are the following:
First, definition of the pluses encountered in the comparison between the
MT text and the LXX in chapters 26-29 (33-36) of the book of Jeremiah.
The second step will constitute the comparison of both texts trying to
investigate the importance and nature of the plus material by drawing from
textual observations redactional implications. Finally, with all the evidence
provided by the second step, an effort will be given to identify the source
materials, describe the editorial activity, and, then, analyze the implications
of the editorial activity.
Limitations of this Thesis
The first limitation comes when the nature of this paper is
considered. The area covered in this work is limited to four chapters of the
Book of Jeremiah, though its material is representative of what has
happened in the book as a whole. In order to reach any conclusive theory
in this paper, it would be indispensable to deal with all the book. Then, any
attempt to consider any other possibility to explain the origin of the book in
any of the two main traditions, namely the MT and the LXX, could be
subject of criticism until proven when the Book of Jeremiah is considered
in its totality to provide the needed evidence.
Another limitation is that the writer considers just the Hebrew and
Greek witnesses to this chapters. For a decisive conclusion it would be
necessary at least to check with other witnesses to support the reading from
these two traditions. Nevertheless the MT and LXX are considered the
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most reliable sources for this kind of study and the rest of them are
considered secondary in any textual analysis.
Finally the Qumran manuscripts do not have any fragment that deals
with any section of chapter 26 through 29 that reflects the shortness of the
LXX. For this reason any attempt to reconstruct a shorter Hebrew text will
be done by retrojection of the LXX or by assuming the common parts in
both traditions contained in the text as reflected in the MT.
For all the reasons above, the writer's personal goal is to open a way
of investigating the problem presented by these two witnesses and amplified
and verified the alternative proposed here with the evidence given in the
rest of the Book of Jeremiah.
CHAPTER 2
Classification of Pluses
The pluses encountered in these four chapters of Jeremiah are
organized according to their textual connotation and literary imphcations.
By this the writer tries to draw for every textual observation, with the
exception of haplography and other scribal errors, a literary implication
which may help us to see the character or tendency of the tradition that
lacks or presents the plus. In doing this the writer has found some
problems, namely because there is not, as far as the writer knows, a
systematic study done on this direction presenting literary implications from
textual variants. The following classification is divided into two parts:
1) Textual Pluses, and 2) Literary Pluses, keeping in mind that the second
is based upon the first one.
Textual Pluses:
The following hst is not an exhaustive hst of textual pluses, for
doing so is not the purpose of this thesis. It includes the definition of the
Textual Pluses which are found in these chapters. ^
1.- Random Omissions: This would include exclusion of material
without having any specific reason for it.
2.- Haplography: The omission of close words or letter which are
similar.
3.- Parablepsis: This category is divided into two subgroups, a)
homoioteleuton and b) homoioarcton. They refer to scribal errors by
which the scribe's eyes skips from a group of words to the next one
Ipor a complete list of textual pluses see Tov, Emanuel. Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible.
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992), 236-275.
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because they start by the same or a similar word. The distinction
between these two groups is often unclear.
4.- Dittography: Erroneous doubling of letters or words or group of
words.
5.- Doublets: They are redundant readings created by the melting of
different similar readings (from the same or other books).
Literary Pluses:
Literary pluses are inferences drawn from Textual Pluses. The
following Hst is an attempt to organize the findings in chapters 26-29, for as
it has been pointed out before, there is not a work that deals specifically
with a classification of these pluses in relationship with the textual
evidence.
1.- StyHstic plus: This are those plus that contribute to the fluency
of the reading, or give to the reader some literary clues.
2. Emphatic plus: The main purpose of these is to provided some
sort of emphasis mainly to impact the audience to whom the final
work was directed to. This is a general category. The majority of
the pluses can be classified as such, for this reason the writer
classifies as emphatic pluses the ones which do not fit in any of the
other categories.
3.- Title plus: These are those additions that fill out names or
offices. The purpose of these pluses is not clear, they could have
been added to emphasize the text or merely added for stylistic
purposes.
4.- Audience oriented plus: Any plus which reveals direct
information about the audience of the Book. Conclusions from these
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pluses will have to be confirmed by an extended study of the book as
a whole..
The comparative analysis has been divided into two parts:
Comparative Analysis - 1 which deals with chapters 26-27 (33-34), and
Comparative Analysis - II dealing with chapters 28-29 (35-36). The only
reason for this division is so the writer could organize himself better, not
because there is any structural division between these chapters.
In the comparative analysis every verse from the MTwill be put a
side with its counterpart verse from the LXX to facilitate its study. The
word none will be written under the category pluses for the verses which do
not present any variation. For the rest the plus/es will be noted and
classified.
Comparative Analysis - 1
MT26:1 LXX 33:1
-\2 npnn^ mbm n^m-)2 8v apxT| paaL)^E(jos looaKipi
viov looata eyEvr]Qr\ o ^loyos
ouTos Jtapa Kuptou
121 viyr\-bi< nu-'bH 121b
Pluses:
MT over LXX 1) nnn^ ^bn
2) imb
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Classification:
Both pluses are secondary in nature . 1) It follows the
tendency of MT to fill out names and titles, for this reason that
plus ought to be classified as a title plus. 2) Stylistic devise
used to introduce a direct discourse,^ stylistic plus.
MT 26:2
"i:^n3 mv mn^ im ns
man mn^-
-bn nn^bn 121b ^^n^^:?
121 viy2
LXX 33:2
OmCOS ELJtEV KljpLOS STTjUL EV
avXr\ OLKou Kupiox) Kai
XPTj^iaxLEL anaol tols
loDSaLOL Kat naoi tols
Ep^O|AEVOLS JtpoaKTJVELV EV
OLKoo KDpLOl) ajiavxas tods
Xoyovs, CDS auvETa^a 001
auTOLS xPm^CLTioai, [ir\
a<\>e'kr\s pr\\ia
Pluses:
Here there is not a real plus. What it is found is a different
syntactical construction.
"to all the cities of Juda \t� "to al the Judeans and
which come to worship everyone who comes to
at the house of YHWH" worship at the house of
the Lord"
If both traditions started out from the same booklet^ of
Jeremaic material,"* it is to be assumed that two things could have
^Theological Dictionary of the O.T. vol. 1. Eerdmans Publishing Company: Grand Rapids, Michigan.
333-4.
^By this term the writer means the collection ofwritings which have not reach the final stage of book.
^The writer of this thesis is open to consider another possibility in the formation of the Book of Jeremiah
that also would provide with an alternative explanation for the differences between thaMT and LXX texts
of Jeremiah.
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happened: 1) The original text left open the possibility of being
exclusive or inclusive in specifying who were those ones who come
to worship at the house of YHWH; or 2) and probably the most
likely, the MT reflects the original text^ and the version upon which
the LXX was based inserted this change to be more inclusive in the
application of the original message of Jeremiah.
MT 26:3 LXX 33:3
ajtoaTpa(t)r|aovxaL eKaaxos
ajio xr|s o8oTJ avxov xr\s
jtovripas, Kat 7X,avoo[iai ano
Tcov KaKcov, GOV eyco
XoYL^o^iaL xou jcoiriaaL
amoLS ev�K8V xcov Jiccrviripcov
ejtLXir]8�D|iax(jov auxcov
lacos aKODaovxai Kat
n^mb 2m odn im uvin
Pluses:
none
MT 26:4 LXX 33:4
Kai epELS, ouxcos eijiev
KDpLOS, Eav [ir\ aKouar|XE
[lov, xov jtopEUEaOaL ev xols
vopiLpiOLS [lOV OLS eScokq KQXa
jipoacojiov v[i(x)v
Pluses:
none
5 Holladay, p.lOO. He doubts that the MT in saying "all the cities" is a secondary addition.
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MT 26:5 LXX 33:5
DD^bii nbw 'D]^< im
eiaaKoueLV tcdv Xoycov xcov
jiaiSoov piou TCOV jipO{l)riTa)v,
ODS Eyco ajcoGTeXXo) Jipos
Tj^ias opSpoTj Kai aKsoxeika
Kai ovK EiariKouaaTe [xov
Holladay maintains that this verse is an addition for it breaks
the continuity between the preceding and the following verse.^ For
the purpose of this thesis what it is relevant is to know that both text
present this "addition." Since the purpose of this thesis is to
compare the MT and LXX texts, and since both traditions present
this verse, this observation by Holladay and some others is not
considered here.
LXX over MT: naoiqs
MT over LXX: nPNTn
Classification:
The LXX plus presents an emphatic plus. It qualifies yris.
Even though saying just jtaatv tols eGveqlv TTjS yr\s would be
enough to understand the implications of the statement, the translator
of the LXX or may be the text underlying the LXX added Jtaarjs to
emphasize it.
6 Holladay, p.100-104.
MT 26:6 LXX 33:6
yiHT] ''In bDb
KaL 8c)L)acoTov olkov todtov
coojiEp 2r|X,co^i KaL xriv jioXlv
ScDQco ELS KaTapav jiaoLV tols
eBveolv naor]S xr\s yr]s
Pluses:
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The MT plus is a conflate reading. Even though we could
expect this demostrative on bases of the preceding one.^ It can be
classified as an emphatic plus, too.
MT 26:7 LXX 33:7
-bD^ ?'^<3am D'Dnsn
n'33 nV^n n'?Kn onnin
mn'
Kai r|Koijaav ol lepets Kai oi
'ii)Eu8ojtpo{l)r|xai Kai Jtas o
X,aosxoTj IepE|.iioTj
Xa>iouvxos xouxoijs ev oikw
KUpiOU
Pluses:
LXX over MT: ii)Eu8ojipO(|)r|xai
Classification:
In this verse only one plus is found. This is an interpretative
plus, by this the writer means every word which has been changed
that makes more specific the meaning of the original word: for same
reason the translator/s felt the urge to do this. In these chapters the
only plus that can be put into this category as such is
({)ETj8ojtpO(t)r|xr|s, and it is a plus more than likely introduce by the
translator/s of Jeremiah. Instead of translating nb'im as Jt;po(t)rixr|s,
the translator went a head describing in every instance what kind of
prophet the audience is dealing with. In the MT this distinction is
implicit while in the LXX it is explicit: it may be that for the
translator this distinction was not clear and he clarified it.
7 See Janzen, p.45. Holladay, p. 100.
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MT 26:8 LXX 33:8
-lai"? in'QT nl'pDS 'n'l
bi< i2ib mn' m:?-iu7N-'?3
Kai eyeveTO lepE^iLOu
3TaDaOL|AEVOV X,aX,OTJVTOS
jcavxa, a cruveTa^ev amov ol
LEpeis Kai OL T|)eTj8ojtpo(t)riTaL
Kai Jtas o >^aos Xeycov
6avaxco ajtoSavri
Pluses:
LXX over MT: apeD8o7ipo(t)riTaL
Other Differences:
im:? vs. m:?
Classification:
For the LXX plus see verse 7. For the rest, it is likely to be
the result of scribal error, though it is difficult to determine which
tradition represents the original and which one is erroneous.
MT 26:9 LXX 33:9
-iqn"? mn'-Du;3 n'3] vmd
Tym n=rn n'3n n^n' ^bm
�pnpn iQ^r ynn nnnn nK=rn
oxL EJipoYriTEuaas tw
ovo|iaTL Kupiou Xeyoyv
QojiEp Sri^^cojo, EOxaL o olkos
KaL Tj jto^LS avTr\
EpT]ji(jo6r|aETaL ajto
KaTOLKOUVTCOV KaL
E^�KK>ir|aLaa6r| nas o >^aos
EJIL lEpE|ALaV EV OLKCO KUpLOU
n'n3 in'nn'-'?^ nyn-bs
mn'
Pluses:
none
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MT 26:10
-p'sa I'pyn nV^n onnin
Pluses:
none
MT 26:11
-bi< D'KDDm D'msn
?nyau? nK^rn I'yn
LXX 33:10
Kat riKouaav oi apxovxES
Iou8a xov ?iOYOV xomov Kat
ave(3r]aav e| olkod xoij
PaaiXecos eis olkov Kupiou
Kat eKaOiaav ev JcpoBupois
jitjXtis KUptOD XTjS Kaivr|s
LXX 33:11
Kat eijtav ol Lepeis kql ol
ii)eD8ojipo({)rixai Jipos xous
apxovxas Kai jcavxL xco Xaco
KpiQLS OavaxoD xco avOpcojtco
xoDxco, oxi eKpo(t)r|xeuaev
Kaxa xr|s :ro>^ecos xaajxr|s
KaOco TjKODaaxe ev xols coolv
D^lCOV
Pluses:
MT over LXX: imb
Classification:
This plus is a secondary addition, constantly used to
introduce a direct discourse. Stylistic plus. See page 17.
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MT 26:12 LXX 33:12
Kat emev lepefxtas jcpos tods
apxovTas Kat jiavTi tco Xaco
Xeycov Kupios aneoTeikev [le
jtpo(t)riT�DaaL ejil tov olkov
Tomov Kat e;ti ttiv noKiv
Tamr|v jiavTas tods Xoyous
Tomous CDS r|KoajaaT8
Pluses:
MT over LXX:
Classification:
The expression Dyn-^S'^KT ?mi7n-['7D]-'?J< is found in
26:11 without b3, this would be enough evidence to say that this b3
is a secondary addition, for purposes of emphasis.^
MT over LXX: ?D'n'PK
Classification:
Title plus. It follows the tendency of the MT in adding titles
and completing the names of people,^ probably to follow
Deuteromony.
MT 26:13 LXX 33:13
ny-in-'px mn' dhd't dd'h^pk
?D''?y 121 im
Kat VDV (3eX.tlous KoiriaaTe
Tas o8ous TJ^ioov Kat Ta epya
v[i(x)v Kat aKouaaTE Tr|s
(|)a)vr|s KupioD, Kai navoexai
KtJpLOs ano TCOV KaKcov, cov
eXaXr\OEV ecj) v\ias
Pluses:
^See also Janzen, 65-67.
9see 26:1
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LXX 33:14
Kai ibov eyco ev xzpoiv v\x(av
jiOLTiaaxe ^iol cos ovii^epzi
Kai cos peXxLOV v[ilv
Pluses:
none
MT 26: 14
-^ywv DDT2 '3K1
?D']'y3
MT 26:15
HK^n "I'yn-'pKi DD'^^y d'^hd
LXX 33:15
aXX, r| yvovxes yvcoaeaSe oxi,
ei avaipeixe ^le, aL|ia aScoov
8L8oxe ecj) upias Kai ejii xr|v
jioXiv xauxriv Kai ejii xous
KaxoLKouvxas ev avxr\ oxi ev
aXriSeia ajteaxa^Kev ^le
KTjpios npos u^ias XaXr\oaL
eis xa coxa u^icov jtavxas xous
XoyoTJS xomoDS
Pluses:
none
MT 26:16 LXX 33:16
~bi< ?yn~'?Dl ?"'"lii^n naKn Kai eutav 01 apxovxes Kai
~yi< ?'N''33n~'?Kl ?"'DHDn jtasoX-aosjtposxous lepeis
nm '3 mQ-DSu;Q n=rn ^'Hb KaiJiposxo-us
^Tbi< 121 ^TTlbK mn' 'i|)ev8o:tpo(|)r]xas Odk eaxiv
xco avSpconco xodxco Kpiais
GavaxoTj oxi ejri xco ovoi^axi
KupLOD xou 6eoD ri^icov
eXaXriaev Jipos rjiias
Pluses:
LXX over MT: 1) iijeD8ojipo(t)r|xas
Classification:
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See V.7. Interpretative pluse.
MT 26:17
yiHT] '3p=rn n'mi< ^apn
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) imb
Classification:
Stylistic pluse. See 26:1
LXX 33:17
Kat aveoTTiaav avbpes xcov
jipeaPmepcov %r\s yr\s Kai
ELJcav 7iaor\ xr\ cruvaYCOYTi tod
XaoD
MT 26:18
'?'3 N3] n^n 'ni2;iiQn no'Q
u7-inn mil? il*^:? hIkd:? mn'
-ly nlQ3'? n'3n
LXX 33:18
Mixaias o M(jopa0Lxr|s r\v ev
xais Tii^epaLS E^eKioD
|3aaL>vecDS IoD8a Kai eijcev
jiavxi XO) Xacd IoD8a Odxcos
eiJiev KDpLOS 2lcov cos aypos
apoxpLaSriaexai Kat
lepODcaXriii, eis a(3axov
eaxai Kai xo opos xod oikod
eis aXaos 8pD|i0D
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) K3]
2) imb
3) nlK3:?
Classification:
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See V.7. Interpretative pluse.
MT 26:17
I'iNn ']p=rn d'u^dn V2pn
LXX 33:17
Kai aveoTTiaav av8pES tcov
jipea(3mepcov ttis y^s Kai
eiJiav jiaari tti cjuvaYcoyri tou
Xaov
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) ini<b
Classification:
Stylistic pluse. See 26:1
MT 26:18
'?'3 H'H 'ni:;H?3n n^D'Q
iQK-nD inK*? mm' ?y-'pD-
U7inn mi27 p":? nl^n:? mn'
im n'nn ?'"y ?''?u7n'i
-ly nlQ^*? n'3n
LXX 33:18
Mixaias o McopaGiTris r|v ev
Tais rijaepais E^eKiou
|3aai>^8cos Iou8a Kai eiJtev
jiavTi TOO \a(a Iov8a Omcos
eiJtev KupLos 2icov cos aypos
apoTpiaBriaeTai Kai
IepoDaa?^r|jx eis a|3aTOV
eoTai Kai to opos tou oikod
eis aX,aos Spu^iou
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1)
2) lUKb
3) nlKn:r
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Classification:
Number one is probably deficient in the LXX by means of
haplography, the scribe by error skipped the verb.
For number three, once mn' and nlK3:j mn\ are in the text
it is easy to assume that the longer form takes over the shorter, and
the phrase itself "intrudes upon new contexts. "i� According to
Janzen there are only ten textually sound; 5:14; 25:27; 32:14; 44:7;
15:16; 33:11; 51:5; 31:35; 50:34; 51:57 (Kupios jravroKpaxcop).
Both 2 and 3, from a redactional point of view, could be
perfectly classified as emphatic; though number three is an addition
following the MT tendency to fill out names.
MT 26:19 LXX 33:19
[ir\ aveXwv aveikzv aircov
E^EKias Kai Jias IoTj8a ovx^
OTi �(j)o|3ri8r|aav xov Kupiov
Kai OTi 888r|0riaav xov
JtpOOCjOJlOD Kupiou Kai
8:JT;aTjaaTO Kupios ajio xcov
KaKcov cov 8XaX,r|a8v en
amoDs; Kai r|jX8is
8JcoiY|aajX8v KaKa [leyaka 8Jti
ipux<^s ri^icov.
ny-i i]n]Ki nu'bv 121
Pluses:
MT over LXX:
LXX over MT:
lOjanzen, p.79
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Classification:
Number one is probably deficient in the LXX by means of
haplography, the scribe by error skipped the verb.
For number three, once mn' and niK32? mn\ are in the text
it is easy to assume that the longer form takes over the shorter, and
the phrase itself "intrudes upon new contexts."io According to
Janzen there are only ten textually sound; 5:14; 25:27; 32:14; 44:7;
15:16; 33:11; 51:5; 31:35; 50:34; 51:57 (K-upios rnvroKpaTCop).
Both 2 and 3, from a redactional point of view, could be
perfectly classified as emphatic; though number three is an addition
following the MT tendency to fill out names.
MT 26:19 LXX 33:19
KT N'pn nnn'-'?Di mm'
mn' 'B-PK "^n'l mn'-nx
[XT] avzX(DV avzikev amov
E^eKias Kai nas Iov8a ovx^
OTi e(j)o(3ri6riaav tov Kupiov
Kai OTL eSeriOriaav tod
npooc^nov Kvpiov Kai
enavoazo Kuptos ajio tcov
KaKcov cov eXaXr\oev en
amous; Kai r|^ieis
ejcoiriaaiAev KaKa neyaXa ejii
almxcxs rmcov.
Pluses:
MT over LXX:
LXX over MT:
lOjanzen, p.79
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Classification:
1.- mm'"T|'?Q is a secondary addition. It could be classified as a
title plus following the MT inclination to fill out names.
2.- [ir\ could be classified as an stylistic pluses to build a rhetorical
question that should be answer in a negative way. This plus is due
to the translators of the text.
MT 26:20
i<2:nn nm u;'i<-D:n
m'yQiz7-|3 mnw mn'
nN=rn |'-iKn-'?ui nK=rn "I'yn
m'Q-i' nn^ bD3
Pluses:
MT over LXX: n'yn-"?!?
Classification:
Thompson considers this plus an unimportant omission. 11
Textually two things may have happened; 1) the MT is a conflate
text putting together the readings nKTH Tyn~'?y and
nK=rn I'nKn"'?^!^ or 2) the LXX suffered haplography. On this
basis there is not solid evidence to draw any redactional implication.
This would depend upon the scholars preference. If the first one is
the case then it will be classified as an emphatic plus. And if the
LXX 33:20
Kat avOpcojios t^v
:ipo(|)riT�Dcov xco ovo^iaxi
KupioTj, Oupias DIOS
2a|iaioD 8K KapiaOtapipi Kai
EJipo(t)riTeDaev Jtepi Tr|s yr[S
xavT'Y]s Koxa navxas xovs
X,OYOus lepe^iiou
11 Thompson, p.522. (footnote no.7)
12janzen,pp. 21,199.
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second is wliat really happened, which is very likely,i3 there is not
any redactional inference.
MT 26:21 LXX 33:21
Kai riKouaev o (3aai>teTJS
IcoaKifx Kai mvTES oi
apxovTES jiavTas tods X,oyous
avTov Kai E^riTOuv
yQiy'n in'on ^bm U7pn'i
ajTOKTELvai amov Kai
T]Kouaev Oupias Kai
Eiari>veEV EIS AiyDJiTOv.
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) TllSr'PDT
2) niTl Kin
3) Tj'pnn
Classification:
For 1 and 2, the same possibilities than verse 20 are present.
Conflation of texts or haplography. For number one Janzen^^^
suggest the first had happened, for the second one Janzen^^ proposes
the same as a possibility, perhaps the MT editor/s or even the author
conflated this text to conect the fleeing to Egypt. Haplography is
suggested by this writer as a possibility with stronger ground.^^
^Ht is very possible that the traslator or the scribe who copied the Hebrew text which the LXX was based
on, accidently skipt nKTn -|^yn-'?y-
14janzen. p.21.
15Janzen, p.21-22.
l^So does Holladay, p 101.
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MT 26:22
?'U7DN D'P'ln' 'q'??3n n'pu;-'!
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) D'p'ln'
Classification:
Both of then are secondary expansions, emphatic pluses, the first one
may just be added to make clear the reader remembers what king is the text
talking about, making sure the audience knows that Jehoiakim is the one
who destroyed the scroll, or just to fill out a title to provided same sort of
consistency with the editor/s work..
LXX 33:22
Kai �|a:i;�aT�iX,�v o (3aai>t�i;s
av8pas �is AiyujiTOV
MT 26:23
1nV3]-nK Tj*?i27n 2in2
LXX 33:23
Kai ElriYayoaav auxov
�K�L0�v Kai �LariYaYoaav
amov jtpo TOV paai>i�a Kai
�jiaTa^�v amov �v i^axotipa
Kai �ppLxp�v amov �ito
jjivrijia uioov Xaov amou
Pluses:
none
MT 26:24
^n^nnb Dvr]-T2
LXX 33:24
nXr\v x^Lp AxLKajA viov
2a(j)av riv |i�Ta l�p�jALOD tod
[ir\ napabavvai amov �is
X�ipcts TOD >-a0D TOD [ir\
avzXeiv aDTOv
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Pluses:
none
MT27:1 LXX 34:1
-p np'ln' njbnn n-'min
nm nnn' ^bn in"u?iK'
idkV mn'
Pluses:
MT over LXX: all verse
Classification:
From a textual point of view it seems that the editor/s of the
MT tradition copied it from 26:1. From a narrative point of view, it
provides the historical background for the rest of chapter 27, which
it is apparently wrong. i^Carroll takes too far the implications of this
redactional addition, doubting of the relevance of 26:1 on the
assumption that if 27:1 is not correct as the introductory background
of the rest of that chapter probably 26:1 is not correct either.is This
assumption has not a logical ground because both traditions, the MT
and the LXX, present this introduction for chapter 26; for this reason
it is to be assumed that in the original text chapter 26 counted with
this introduction.
Other Observations:
A peculiarity can be notice regarding the spelling of the name
of the prophet, which lacks of is final 1. Concerning this same
I'^HoUaday, p. 112. Janzen, p.l4. Carroll, p.526
IScarroll, p.526.
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scholar assume a literary independence of the three chapters (27-
29). 19
MT 27:2
-bv Dm:^ niDQ^ ni-iDlQ
Pluses:
LXX 34:2
omcos ELJiev Kuptos Jiotriaov
8ea|a,0DS Kat mpiQov jiEpi
TOV Tpaxri^^ov oov
none
MT 27:3
-bH'i DUN ^Vq-'^k ?nn'pu?!
nbmi' D'Ksn ?ON'pr]
mm' "pn m-'pi:^-'?K
Pluses:
LXX 34:3
Kat ajioaTE>.ELS amous jipos
(3aoLX.Ea I8oD|iaLas Kat jtpos
|3aaLX,Ea Mcoa(3 Kai jtpos
|3aaLX,Ea ulcov A|i,ja.cov Kat
Jipos ^aoikea Tupou Kai
Jipos ^aoikea 2l8covos ev
XEpoLV ayyE^cov auTcov tcov
8pxo|A�vcov ELS ajiavTTiaiv
amcov ELS lEpouaaX,ri|A jipos
2�8EKLav paGL^Ea Icn)8a
LXX over MT: ELS ajiavTrjOLV auTCov
Classification:
Probably this is a secondary addition by the translator or the
editor of the Hebrew text upon which the LXX is based. It is an
emphatic plus, with inclusive purposes from a narrative point of
view.
19tov, Textual and Literary History, p. 161, n.30. Holladay, p.ll4.
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MT 27:4
Pluses:
MT over LXX: nlK3:r
Classification:
Secondary plus. Title plus.
LXX 34:4
Kai auvxa^eis amois Jipos
TODS KDplODS amCOV EIJCEIV
omcos EIJIEV KDpiOS O 0EOS
lapaTjX, omcos epeite :n;pos
TODS KDpLODS DI^COV
LXX 34:5
OTL Eyco EJiOLTiaa TTIV yr\v ev
TTI LOXDL [iov TT) lisyakr] Kai
EV TCO �n;LX�LpCO |AOD TO)
DipriTvco KaL 8coaco aDTriv co
�av 8o|ri ev o())6aX,^ois |.iOD
Pluses:
LXX over MT: otl
MT over LXX :j-iKn 'B"*?!? im nmsn-HJ^T
Classification:
OTL is more than likely a stylistic plus. The translator
understood that Hebrew grammatical structure in terms of
substantiation.
The MT plus over the LXX is very likely due to
haplography by the LXX translator, or by the scribe that copied the
Hebrew text behind the LXX.20 Against this question could be
MT 27:5
-bv im nansn-pj^i dinh
bmr] 'nD2 :?iKn 'b
imb n^nnDT h'^ddh 'yinm
20janzen, p. 118.
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raised considering tlie number and genre of the suffix in the
following verb; nTinDI. H is feminine singular, referring to :?"lNn .^i
MT 27:6
-"PD-PK 'nn3 'D]N nnyi
liny*? 1V 'nn] mli?n
LXX 34:6
eScoKa TTIV y^iv xco
Na|3oDxo8ovoaop ^aoikei
(3aPuX,(ovos 8ou>v,EDeiv amoi
Kai xa 6r|pia xou aypou
8pYa^�a6ai avrco
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) Contrast between MT n1:?lKn~'?3"nK
n'pKn and LXX xr|V yr^v.
2) l-'2
3) Contrasts: ''12V vs. SoTjXeuEiv amoj
( Ti^y)
Classification:
1) According to Janzen the LXX reading is better, for the MT
misinterpreted yiiiH] DK because of references to individual
states.22 This preference is contextual, the emphasis is on
Nebuchadnezzar as being over everything on the earth not just upon
a nation. On the other hand we can see the tendency of the MT as
being exclusive, the punishment is the nation of Judah. While the
LXX keeps its inclusive tendencies, though in this case it may reflect
the original reading.
2) Probably it is a stylistic minus on the side of the LXX, a
translator's minus.
2lHolladay, p.ll2.
22janzen, p. 66. Holladay, p. 121.
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3) The LXX reading is preferable. Probably the MT change by
accident the final 1 for a \23 This conclusion is on the basis that in
the LXX there are not other places where the expression my servant
appears. On the other hand Bright mentions another possibility; the
expression my servant may have been offensive in some circles,^^ if
this is the case it could be inferred that this expression was omitted
from the text of the LXX, or the Hebrew text behind it, and
substituted by to serve him in basis of following part of the verse.
MT 27:7 LXX 34:7
?'31 D'in m Kin-oa
Pluses:
MT over LXX: all verse
Classification:
There are two possibilities, expansion, or subtraction. Janzen
supports the first possibility for it relates to 25:14 which also is
missing in the LXX.^s He states that "the verse disagrees from, and
weakens, the trust of the oracle. "^^ According to Holladay this verse
came out of popular piety.27 On the other hand Bright28gives also the
alternative of subtraction as possibility. On this basis it is difficult to
infer any redactional implication.
23For a complite dicussion of tMs matter see Janzen, pp54-57,
24Bright, p.200.
25janzen, p 102.
26janzen, p.l02.
27Holladay, p.
28Bright, p.200.
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MT 27:8
im r]Dbmr]^ 'lan n^m
b22 "^ibn bv2 nKi:j-nK
bv ipDH 2vi2^ nins
-IV mn'-QK] ^<m^ 'lan-
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) ^D^-'^lbr] [-l^<]^D^3]-^K]29 mv^ i<b
2) 2V12^
3) Ninn 'l-in-^y vs. amo-us
Classification:
1) All this section can be an accidental omission by the LXX
translator/s.3o The name of the king of Babylon ought probably to be
considered a conflate reading.3i Emphatic plus.
2) Probably this is an expansion by the MT editor/s for the
construction "sword and pestilence" without "famine" reoccurs in
other places in the book.32 Probably this plus could be classified as
an stylistic one to follow the almost consistent recurrence of these
three words together.
3) Secondary plus.^^ Interpretative plus.
LXX 34:8
Kai xo eSvos Kai r\ paaiXeia
oaoi �av \ir] E|u,|3a?ia)aiv xov
xpaxriX,ov auxov vjio xov
^uyov (3aai?^E(os papuXoyvos
EV [.laxotipa Kai ev Xi|io)
�jiiaKETpo(xai amoDS eijiev
KTJplOS �(0S EKXlJtCOaiV EV
XEipi amoD
^^This braquets are to consider the possibility for the name of the Babylonian king to be a secondary
reading within thaqt first plus.
30janzen, 14.
3lHolladay, 112-3. Janzen, 14.
32Holladay, 113. For all this verse see also Janzen, pp. 14 ,74, 118.
^^HoUaday states that this is an "unnecessary specificity," 113.
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Other Differences:
In 27:6 through 29:3 the name of the Babylonian king is
spelled differently than in the rest of the book. It is assumed this
spelling is a later one, probably by a later deformation of this name^'^
and the spelling with K~) , which occurs in the rest of the book,
representing the correct spelling according to Babylonian grammar.
In every instance in these four chapters, except for 27:6, The name
Nebuchadnezzar, with this spelling, is a secondary plus. In spite of
all of this questions should be raised about the text as the MT and
LXX are studied comparatively. The LXX is basically constant in
transliterating Hebrew names, if this is the case, then the text were
the LXX based its translation presented a later spelling of
Nebuchadnezzar.35 There is also the possibility for this name of
having two alternative spellings, and for them be used
indiscriminately.36 Nevertheless the problem remains difficult to
solve for the phenomena takes place in only this section of Jeremiah
where the name is often secondary.
MT 27:9 LXX 34:9
ini<b DD'^PK wim ?n-'pxi
b22 ^bn-m m2vt) i<b
TCOV evDJivia^o^ievcov v[xiv
Kai xcov OLCOVLQUaXCOV V^(x)V
xcov ^iaVXEDO|i8VC0V u^iiv Kai
Kai v\x�is \ir\ aKouexE xcov
ipeTj8o7i;po(l)r|xcov u^icov Kai
Kai xcov (t)apM,aKcov u|acov xcov
>veYOvxcov ov |^t] epyaor\odE
xco paaiX,EL papD)vcovos
34see also Holladay, 114.
36see appendixes II.
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Pluses:
MT over LXX:
Other Differences: Different spelling.
?D'naVn vs. evDJivLa^o eVCOV
Classification:
The classification of this plus can be ambiguous. Janzen^^
gives the alternative for this coming from v,14, but this can not be
supported for in the LXX this word does not appear in v. 14 because
of haplography.
For the different spelling; contextually your dreams does not
make much sense, while your dreamers would be more accurate.^s
Pluses:
MT over LXX: omnKT DDHK 'Hnim
Classification:
This is an expansion from v.lS,^^ probably to emphasize what
has been said in the same verse.
37janzen, p.45.
38carroll, p.528. Bright, p.l96. Also see Holladay, p.ll3.
39janzen, p.45.
MT 27:10 LXX 34:10
ivnb DDb D'KS] on ipw '3
?m3XT DDHK 'nnim
OTL a|^8v8ri amoL
7rpo(t)riT8TJOuaiv u^iiv n;pos xo
[AaKpuvai v\xas ano xt|s yiis
D^lCOV
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MT 27:11 LXX 34:11
l"iKi:j-nK K'T -\m 'inm
n3
KttL TO e6vos o Eav ELaaYayr)
TOV xpaxr\'kov amov vno tov
^uyov paatXEcos BapuXcovos
Kai EpyaariTaL amco Kai
KaTaX,ELipa) amov ejii ttis yr]s
amoD Kai EpyaTai amco Kai
EVOIKTIOEL EV amr|
Pluses:
MT over LXX: mn'-QK]
Classification:
This reading is a conflate reading. From a redactional point
of view, it is an emphatic plus; although there is the possibility of
this being a stylistic plus for the MT consistently adds this
expression in all the oracles. In either case the editor/s wanted to
emphasize the Words from YHWH or more than this the origin of
these oracles in contrast with the ones coming from the false
prophets.
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MT 27:12
vm lnK mnpi ^33-
MT 27:13
3in3 ^iQyi nn^ imnn r]j�>
mn' "13^ iu?}<3 -13131 3i;-i3
-m i2V'-Hb im -^m-bH
b22 f^n
MT 27:14
i<b imb DD'bK D'lmr]
-ipu7 '3 b22 -[bn-^K n3yn
LXX 34:12
Kat Jipos SeSeKtav ^aoiKea
IoD8a �XaXy]oa Kara navxas
TOV JioyoDs Toircous Xeycx)v
eLaayaYexE xov xpaxriA,ov
LXX 34:13
LXX 34:14
Kai EpyaaaaBE xco ^aoikzi
Ba|3DX,covos oxl a8iKa amoi
jipo(j)rix�DouaLV d^ilv
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 12b-14a
Classification:
This seems to be an accidental omission by the LXX
translator or by the editor/s of the LXX Vorlage. Though this is
difficult to determine/o if there is a chiasm in this section and this is
not a fictitious structure, then, the safest position is to consider verse
13 and 17 original.'^i Haplography. This does not have any
redactional implication for is an unintentional error.
^Foi an argument against the possibility of haplography see Rudolph, Wilhelm. Jeremia. HAT 12.
Tiibingen: Mohr (Siebeck), 1968. He considers this verse to be a secondary expanssion for it interrups the
imperetive found in verse 12 and the prohibition in verse 14.
4lHolladay, p.ll6. Bright, p.l96. Janzen, p.ll8.
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MT 27:15
?m mn'-QX] wmb^v i<b '3
-\mb ipmb 'n^2 n'i<2:
am DmDKT DDnhJ 'n'ln
LXX 34:15
OXL ODK ajiEOXEiXa auxous
(t)riaLV Kupios kql
jipo())r|X8uouaLV xco ovo^iaxi
\xov EJl aSiKco Jtpos xo
ajtoXsaai u^ias kql
aJtoXELOGE URIELS KQL OL
Jtpo(j)rixaL U!u,cov ol
JtpO())r|XEUOVXES D^ILV EJt
a8LKco \i)ED8r|
Pluses:
LXX over MT: eji aStKco ajJEuSri
Classification:
The plus is a doublet based upon the first "IpU?, in a different
sequence.'*^ jt is an emphatic plus; its purpose is to underline the
character of the message of those prophets, for in this case the
translators did not use the word 'i|)8D8ojtpo(})rixaL but jipo(t)r|xaL.
MT 27:16
lUH n3 imb 'r\-\2i n=rn
imb DDb ?'^<^D^ DD'K'nD
?'3U7in mn'"n'3 'bD nan
ipw '3 mnn nni? n'pisD
?3'? ?'K3] nnn
LXX 34:16
V[iiv Kai JtavxL xco X,aco xouxco
KQLXOLS LEpEDOLV eXaXr\oa
Xeycov omcos eljiev kdplos |iri
aKODEXE xcov Xoycov xcov
jtpo(|)rixcov xcov
jtpo(l)rix�uovxcov v\xiv
XeYOVXCOV l80U OKEDT) OLKOOJ
KUpLOD �JtLaxpEa|)EL EK
PaPu>vcovos OXL a8LKa amoL
jtpo({)r|XEt)OTjaLV.
Pluses:
MT over LXX:
42janzen, p.26. Carroll, p.528.
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Classification
Secondary addition. To solve the problem raised by the plus
in verse 22.''3
MT 27:17 LXX 34:17
nsnn n^^n "ryn
Pluses:
MT over LXX: all verse
Classification:
It is likely that the LXX omitted this part by accident, and that
the reading presented by the MT could be considered the original
one because of the chiasm that rules this part.'*'* According to
Bright^s, "it is difficult to resist the conclusion that this text (LXX) is
more original than...MT."'*6 xhis writer considers safer to consider
the MT as original, for there is not strong evidence to prove the
discontinuity provided by this verse, and this would explain the
chiastic structure found here.
MT 27:18
�\21 W'-QH-] on D'KDrDKl
mn'3 KnynD' nm mn'
wbDJ] ^i<2-^nb2b nlN3:^
n'3i mn'-n'33 DnnlDn
T]b22 DbmT2'\ nmn' f?^
43HoUaday, 114.
44to see a more detail explanation of it see Holladay, p.ll6. Compare also with verse 13.
45Bright, p.l97.
46see also Janzen, p.45-46, and Carroll, p.529.
LXX 34:18
�L ji;po(t)r|TaL elolv Kat eotlv
>v0Y0S KTjpLOU EV aUTODS
ajtvTTiaaTcoaav |iOL
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Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) n1^<3:? mn'3 vs. ^ioi( '3)
2) -n'33 Dnnian ?''?3n 1^<3-'n'?3'?
?'?u;n'3i mm' �q'?Q n'3i mn'
n'?33
Classification:
In the first plus, for the different reading, it is clear what
happened, in the original the divine name was abbreviated and the
LXX translator, or the Hebrew text behind this, read a personal
pronoun instead of the divine name. Both pluses represent
secondary expansion, conflation. '^'^ In the second case the possibility
of haplography could be also considered. The first plus is a title
plus, and the second one, if it is not an accidental omission, is an
emphatic one.
MT 27:19 LXX 34:19
~bH nlN3:^ mn' -IfDK n3 '3 otl ouxcos eutev Kupios kql
IQyn TCOV eJlLXoLJtCOV CTKEUCOV
i'y3 D'-imm 0^37] -in' bv^
nN=rn
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) mN3:?
2) ni]3Qn-'73;i ?�'n-'?yi ?'iQi;n-'?i<
3) nN=rn -\'V2 DnnlDn
Classification:
47Holladay, p.ll4. Carroll, p.529. Janzen, p.74.
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1) Secondary expansion following the MT tendency to fill out
names. Title plus.
2) Secondary expansion, conflate reading from 2 Kings 25: 13.'*^
This plus has emphatic purposes, though sometimes it is difficult to
determine if there is an stylistic intention or not for it is over
emphatic all over this section. Another possibility is that the editor/s
wanted the reader to keep in his mind both Deuteronomy and the
Deuteronomic history specially the books of Kings.
3) A secondary addition that could be considered as a summary
gloss.'*9 Emphatic plus, for it underlines the message.
MT 27:20 LXX 34:20
oov ODK eXajSev paoiXeus
Pa|3uXcovos OT8 ajicoKiaev
xov lexovtav 8^ lepouaaXri^imm'-^'?D n'P'In'-p
nn-'pD HKi r]b22 obmTn
DbmT-] mm'
MT 27:21 LXX 34:21
m'pN m^n:? mn' im hd 's
ubmT^
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) n:^K]"ii2;i3]
2) mm'-Tj^p^ D'p'ln'-p
3) ?'7u;n'i
Classification:
48Janzen, 46. Holladay, 114.
^^This is what Janzen suggests, a summarizing gloss based on verse 21. Janzen, 46.
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The first two pluses are secondary pluses. Title pluses. The
third one presents same problems in determining its character. It
could be an error by haplography,^! or a conflate reading. This last
is the one suggested by Janzen because of its over emphatic
reading." If this is the case, which it is likely, the plus has an
emphatic character, emphasizing YHWH's judgment.
MT 27:22 LXX 34:22
IV rn^ r]m-] ^nnv nVns eis pap-uXcova ELoeXeuaExai
n=rn Dipsn
Pluses:
MT over LXX: ?^n^'pym DPN 'ipD UV IV VH' mm
n=rn oipm ?^nTu;m
Classification:
Probably it is a secondary gloss, to emphasize the message of
hope, from 29:10, 14; 24:6; 32:5.^3 (in the MT the post-exhilic hope
is a major concern for the editor/s of this tradition, this is specially in
this addition).
50janzen, 69-75. Holladay, 114.
5iThe scribe could have skipt from the first menton to Jerusalem to the next.
52janzen, 46-47.
53Janzen, 47. Holladay, 114.
Comparative Analysis - II
This section constitutes the analysis resulting from the comparison of
chapters 28-29 (35-36) of Jeremiah. As the writer has pointed out before
this division is not structural, it is just an easier way for the writer to work
with the text.
MT 28:1
n^u;K-i3 Kmn 7]W2 mn
^22 ilymo -\m K^nan
imb
LXX 35:1
Kai eyevETO ev xco xexapxca
EXEi 2E8�Kia PaaiXEcos Iou8a
EV UriVL xco JIE^IJIXCO EIJCEV |AOl
Avavias tjlos A^cop o
'i|)�Tj8ojcpo(t)rixris o ajio
ra|3acov ev oikco Kupiou Kax
o(t)6aX|AODs xcov lEpEcov Kai
jcavxos TOV Xaov Xeycav
Pluses:
MT over LXX: DDbm T]''mi2
LXX over MT: 'i[)�u8ojipO(t)r|xr|s
Classification:
The MT provides the reader with a historical problem. It is
difficult to fit the following information within the historical
background presented here. This plus may be considered an attempt
to harmonize 27:1 with the actual date of the incident. i As it has
been seen before, 27:1 is a later addition for this reason the historical
background provided by the LXX should be considered a prior
reading.
For 'i|JED6ojipo(()riTr|S see 26:7.
iBright, p.200.
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MT 28:2 LXX 35:2
bv-m ^niDU? imb bi<im
b22 "^bn
outcjos EiJie Kupios auvexpilpa
TOV ^Dyov TOTJ PaatX-ecos
Ba|3D>i(jovos
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) bi<im 'r]bi< mK3:r
2) -\mb
Classification:
Two possibilities ought to be considered; a) this plus was
omitted by the LXX translator/s or by the hXX-Vorlage editor/s, or
b) the MT suffered from extension, Janzen^ considers it an MT
addition following what he calls "the prophetic cliche mn*' lf2i< TID
and mn"' ?^(]. Otherwise it would be difficult to explain this
phenomenon as an omission by the LXX translator or even the LXX-
Vorlage for we would have problems of consistency in doing so.
is a secondary addition. Stylistic plus.
MT28:3 LXX 35:3
npb im mn^ n'2
b22 ?^<'T^ n=rn Dipsn
8TL bvO ETT) r|^lEpa)V KUL EyO)
aji;oaTp�'ii)(jo el tov tojtov
TOUTOV Ta OKETJri OLKOD
KDpLOD
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) b3
2) -]n -i:jk]idid] npb im
2janzen, pp. 75-76.
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b22 DK^Ti n=rn olp^an
Classification:
1) It is more likely for this to be a secondary addition.^ From a
redactional point of view this was inserted to make emphasis.
2) It is a secondary plus, a conflated reading probably from the
preceding chapter in an attempt to emphasize the unity with the
preceding chapter and, more than this, the given message. For this
reason it ought to be classified as an emphatic plus.
MT 28:4 LXX 35:4
'"^bn ?''p"'1n''~p n"'3D''~nNl Kai lexoviavKaL ttiv
mm"' mm"' aKoiKiav lovba oxl
-bi< 2^m r\b22 D^KBH ouvxpLajJOo TOV t,vyov
"3 mn'"DK] n=rn Dlpfan paaL>vEcos BaP'u)vcavos
b22 f?!: bv-m 12m
Pluses:
MT over LXX: l)mm^-^'?Q D^nn^-p
2) b2
3)n'rn mpfan-^K 2'm ^dn n'733 ?^^<3^
Classification:
1) Secondary plus.^ Title plus. Following the tendency of MT to fill
out names.
2) Secondary plus.^ Emphatic plus.
3janzen, 65-67. Bright, 200.
4janzen, pp. 69-71.
5janzen, 65-67.
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3) Expansionist gloss taken out from the preceding chapter.^ It
defines people of Judah. The conflict is developed among those
people, the false prophesy is directed towards them. Emphatic plus.
MT 28:5 LXX 35:5
n^Dm-'PN K^DDn n^Qi^ lm^^ Kai eijiev lEpejAias jipos
Avaviav Kax o(l)6aX^ioTJS
jtavTOs xoTj XaoTj Kai Kax
o(t)6a)v|ious xcov lepEcov xcov
Eaxr]Kox(jov ev oikco Kupiou
Pluses:
MT over LXX: N^n3n (twice)
Classification:
This plus reflects the tendency of the MT in filling out
names.7 Because in the LXX can not be found any pattern for the
abbreviation of titles, these MT pluses ought to be considered
secondary. It is obvious that the purpose is again emphatic in terms
of contrasting the institutional prophet with the divine prophet. The
irony of the fact that prophet was contradicting prophet,8and for
instance to make more clear the chaotic religious situation of the
people of the land.
6 Holladay, 125. Janzen, 48.
7janzen, 69-70. Carroll, 539.
^Bright, 201.
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MT28:6
p im N^nan r\'ni' mKn
n=rn
LXX 35:6
Kai eijiev lepejxias aX,ri9a)s
OTJxco jtoiriaai Kupios axriaai
xov Xoyov oov ov ov
jipo({)r]X8TjeLS XOTJ ejcLOxpEipaL
xa oKevr] oikotj Kupiou Kai
Jiaaav xr|v ajioiKiav ek
BapuXcovos EIS xov xojtov
XODXOV
Pluses:
MT over LXX: N^33n
Clasification:
See V. 5
MT28:7
?yn
LXX 35:7
nXr\v aKouaaxE xov ?\.oyov
KupiOTj ov Eyco Xeycd eis xa
coxa uj^Acov Kai els xa coxa
Kavxos XOTJ X,aoD
Other Differences:
n=rn -i3in
Classification:
vs xov ^.oyov Kupiou
It is more than likely that the LXX translator/s read mn''
instead of ntn which could have been deteriorated and in a quick
reading the translator got the divine name. For this reason, and
following the consistency of the current construction ntn -|3in, the
MT should be considered prior over LXX. Contextually there is not
difference, the problem is just textual.
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MT 28:8 LXX 35:8
01 jrpo{l)r|xaL ol Yeyovoxes
jtpoxepoL ^lou KaL jcpoxepoL
Tj^icov ajto XOTJ aLcovos KaL
ejipo(t)rixeuaav ejil yris
KoX,?iris KaL �jiL (3aaLX,�Las
[ieyaX-as eis noXe^iov
Pluses:
MT over LXX: inib^ nyi'?1
Classification:
Secondary addition to follow the three fold pattern"im'?1
nyn'^l TilZnbnb.^ it provides to the context with a strong emphatic
contrast with ub^b in v. 9.
MT 28:9 LXX 35:9
o jtpo(t)r|xr|s o jT;po(t)r|xeuaas
ELS �Lpr|vr]v eXBovxos tov
X,oyoTJ yvcoaovxaL xov
jipo({)r|xr]v ov ajieaxEL^vev
aUXOLS KTjpLOS EV JtLQXEL
Pluses:
none
MT 28:10 LXX 35:10
^(^33^ r]'nT nKi:^ bvn
KttL EX,a|3�v Avavias ev
0(t)8aX^iOL Jiavxos xotj kaov
Tovs kA,olotjs ajio xou
XpaXTl^OTJ l�p�|iLOTJ Kai
CnjVEXpLljJEV aUXOTJS
^Holladay, 125.
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Pluses:
MT over LXX: X^D3n (twice)
LXX over MT: �v o(t)6a)v|AOis jiavTos xou Xaov
Other differences:
HDinn vs muinn
Classification:
The MT plus is a secondary addition, a title plus. The LXX
plus is likely a secondary addition, lo probably for emphatic purposes
(it may be to emphasize the witness of this action).
About the Other Differences contextually the plural reading
should be encourage.
MT 28:11 LXX 35:11
DVT]-bD ^Tvb n^]]n innn
HDD nln^ -\m n3 imb
Kai 8LJTEV Avavias Kax
o(|)0aX,!J,OTJS Jiavxos xou Xaov
X-eycDV OTJXcos eijiev Kijpios
otjxcjos auvxpiipo) xov ^uyov
|3aaiX�(jos Ba|3uX(jovos ajio
xpaxTi^wv jiavxoov xoov eSvodv
Kai (joxexo lepEiiias eis xr|v
o5ov auxoD
?^liin-'?3 bvD ?'?^
iDn"? K^33n n^^-i^ i^b'i
Pluses:
none
lOjanzen, 64.
llHoUaday, 125.
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MT 28:12
K^33n n^3]n -il3i^ nnx
LXX 35:12
Kai eyEvexo ^voyos KTjpiou
Kpos lepe^iLav [Aexa xo
oruvxpiiiJaL Avaviav xous
kJ^olotjs ajto xou Tpaxr\kov
auxou Xeycov
Pluses:
MT over LXX: l)K^33n
2) K^33n WUT
Other differences:
HDian forniDim
Classification:
For K"'33n see 28:5; title plus. For number two, the omission
in the LXX is due to the reading of the possessive pronoun instead
of the name of the prophet, either possibility could be plausible,
though the MT would sound to repetitive. 12 For the rest see 28:10.
MT 28:13
nmu; hdiq mn'^ im
b'\i2 nlDa "in^nnn ^^'m^
LXX 35:13
|3a8L^8 KttL 8LJt0V JCpOS
Avaviav >veYoov ouxcos emev
Kupios kXolous ^u?vlvoxjs
cruvexpLOi^as Kai KOiriaoo avx
auxoDV kXolotjs aiSripous
Pluses:
none
I2see Holladay, 125. Carroll, 538. Bright, 198.
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MT 28:14 LXX 35:14
nm-DK minyi "733
OXL omcos ELKEV KTjpLOS ^TjyOV
aiSripouv E6riKa ejtl xov
xpaxi^Xov jtavxcov xcov eSvcov
Epya^EaOttLXCo ^aoiXei
Ba|3Tj>vcovos
1^ ^nn] r]im
Pluses:
MT over LXX: nlK3:?
2) r]bHT]
3) -12^K]133]
Classification:
1) Secondary plus; title plus, following the MT tendency to fill out
names (specially in this case the divine name^^).
2) Probably it is a double reading, an addition similar to the
phraseology of 25:9, 27:6. From a narrative point of view this
pluses serves the purpose of emphasis, it may reflect also its
exclussivistic tendency.
3) See 27:8
4) Probably an expansion from 27:6. Emphatic pluses, to point out
where the real prophetic message stands.
l^For more information about this see Janzen, 75-86.
14janzen, 48. Holladay, 125.
15Janzen, 48.
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MT 28:15 LXX 35:15
^^]3^-'7^< N^nun h^gt im^i
nnunn T\m^ mn^ ^in'pu;
Kai ELJtEV lEpEfxias TO) AvavLa
OTJK ajtEaTaX,EV OE KUpLOS
Kai jt�jt0L9EvaL EJtOLTiaas xov
Xaov xomov EJt a8LKco
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) H''2in
Classification:
1) Secondary addition. See 28:5.
2) This is to be considered an omission by the LXX translator/s or
the hXX-Vorlage. Haplography.
MT over LXX: mn^-'PK msi niQ-'D
Classification:
Most scholars see this plus as an addition by the MT based
upon Dt 13:6.16
MT 28:16 LXX 35:16
mn^ nr^x -pb
nm^n 'is bm "^nbm
bia xomo ouxcos eljiev KupLOS
l8ou Eyco E|ajtoaxEX}va) qe
ajto jtpoaoojtoTj xr|s yr\s xouxco
xco EVLamco aKo9avr|
Pluses:
MT 28:17
Kmn K^33n u'm mn
'V'2m win2
LXX 35:17
KaL a7tE0avEV ev xco [ir\vi xco
e|38o|.4-co
I6janzen, 48. Holladay, 126. Bright, 200. Carroll, 540.
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Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) K^33n n^]]n
Classification:
1) Secondary plus. Emphatic plus. Within this plus l^CDan is a
i
title plus to continue with the consistency ofMT to fill out names.
2) This is likely to be an expansionist addition from v. 16.1"^ To
emphasize the fulfillment of Jeremiah's prophesy, helping to stress
the contrast between both prophets.
MT 29:1
nb^ im iDDn nni n'pKi
-bH^ n'^l-in ^apT m^-'pK b2-
"i2^K]iDi3] r]byn im Dvr]~
r]b23 nbmTn
LXX 36:1
Kai ouxoi Ol ^.oyoi xr|s
PipX-ov ODS ajteoxEiX-Ev
lEpEj^ias E� lEpouaaX,r||j, Jtpos
XOTJS TrpEOPuXEpOUS XT^S
a:noLKLas Kai Jipos xotjs lEpEis
Kai JCpOS XOTJS
Tj)�Tj8ojT:po4)r|xas EiTTiaxoX-Tiv
ELS BaPTj>.(ova tt] ajioiKia
Kai Jtpos ajtavxa xov X,aov
Pluses:
MT over LXX: i)x^n]n
2) -in^
LXX over MT: T[JED8ojT;pO(j)rixas
I7janzen, 48. Holladay, 126.
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Classification:
1) See 28:5.
2) It is difficult to consider this word as a secondary plus because
of the uncertainty of its meaning, if this is true what probably
happened is that the LXX translator skipped this word considering
its difficulty in translating it.i^
3) This material has been glossed from chapter 24 and 52.1^ For this
reason ought to be consider secondary in character. This plus
provides more information that in an stylistic way helps to introduce
the chapter.
For the LXX plus see 26:7
MT 29:2
-i-iD?2m u7-inm ?'pu^'n^i
Pluses:
LXX 36:2
uaxepov e^eXGovtos Iexovlou
XOTJ (3aaL?^E(os Kat xtjs
^aoLXioor]s Kai xcov
ETjvoTJxcov Kat Jiavxos
�X,eTJ0EpOTJ Kai SEGfACOXOTJ Kat
XEXVLXOTJ E^ l�poTjaaXri|.A
vs. Kai Jiavxos eXetjBepotj
Classification:
According to Holladay this verse "interrupts the continuity of
v.l and 3.20 in any case, the writer is force to consider this verse for
it appears in both traditions. If the MT reflects a better reading than
the LXX,.2i this plus by the LXX would represent the inclusivistic
iSHoUaday, 131.
I9janzen, 48. Holladay, 132.
20HoUaday, 132.
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character of the Greek text. This verse constitutes a double reading
from 2 Kings 24:14-16.22
MT 29:3
nnmi pu;-p r]mbi< T2
imb r]b22 b22 -^bn
LXX 36:3
EV x^^P^ EXeaoa viov Ha^av
K.ai raiAapiou viov XeXKiov
ov ajtEaxEL^Ev 2E8�Kias
(3aaiXEUs lovba npos
^aoiXea BaPuXcovos els
BapuXcova X-Eycov
Pluses:
MT over LXX:
Classification:
See page 27:8
MT 29:4
r]b22 nbmi'u 'U'byr]
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) m^D:^
2) n'pns
Classification:
1) It is probably a secondary plus following the consistency in usage
of the formula '?N-1U;^ m'^K n"\i<2^ mn\
2) Expansionist addition from 27:20.23 Emphatic plus.
2iJanzen, 32.
22Holladay, 132. Janzen, 32.
23janzen, 48.
XX 36:4
omcos ELJIEV KTJpLOS O 0EOS
lopar(X EJCL xr|V ajcoLKLav r\v
ajtcoKLoa ajco l�poTjaaXr||.i,
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MT 29:5
nm =117031 ni^i D^nn ^33
?^U73 inp VIS'HN l'?3i<l
LXX 36:5
OLKo8o|^riaaxE olkods Kai
KaxoLKTiaaxe Kat (jyuxeuaaxe
jiapa88LaoTJS Kai ^ayexe xovs
KapjcoDs auxcov
Pluses:
none
MT 29:6
?'33 M'bm ?'u;3 inp
D^m UD'inb inpT m33i
nl33i 3^33 n3iVm
Pluses:
LXX 36:6
Kai Xa(3ax8 yuvaiKas Kat
XEKVOJIOLTjaaXE TJIODS Kai X,a|38X8
XOLS DLOLS u^icov yuvaiKas Kai xas
Buyot't^spots Dj^icov avdpaaiv 8oxe Kai
TcX,ri0uv8a98 Kai \xr\ aj^LKpDv6r|X8
MT over LXX: nl331 3^33 n3lVm
Classification:
Tov considers this plus as evidence of a post-exilic addition.^^
Nevertheless there is also the possibility of us dealing
with omission in the LXX, by haplography .25 For this plus, because
of the uncertainty we encounter here, it is difficult to make a
redactional implication.
24 He includes this as evidence to prove that Edition II (MT, and the texts that reflect its reading) is a
latter edition than Edition I ( represented by the LXX and Qumran findings). Tov, E. Textual Criticism of
the Hebrew Bible. Fortress Press: Minneapolis, 1992. p. 321.
25janzen, 103-4. Holladay, 132.
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MT29:7 LXX 36:7
I'^yn ?l'?U?~nJ< WTI") Kat ^rjxriaaxe eis eiprivriv ttis yiis
l^'psnm riQU? DDDK TT'^Iin eisrivajrcoKiaaTj^iaseKeiKai
mn'' HQi'PiyD ""D mn"'"'?}^ jipoaeij^aoee n:epi amcov jTpos
?I'PU? ?d'? KTjpiov OXI ev eLpr|vr| amr|s eaxai
eiprivri d^ilv
Pluses:
T'yn vs. xr|S yr\s
Classification:
Most scholars take the LXX reading as preferable,26though
the MT reading is the lectio difficilior^'' . It is not likely that the MT
suffered from scribal error, for to mistake Yli<Ti for "I'^yn, and there
is the possibiHty of taken "l"'yn distributively.^s If this is the case the
LXX translated using a more accurate word to reflect this. If this is
the case this is a interpretative change.
MT 29:8 LXX 36:8
''n'?N nlKIi:? mn*' IUK HD ^3 oxi omcos euiev K^pios jxri
?D'K^n] UDb 1K'li7'-'7N avajieieexcoaav i^^ias oi
DD'QDpi ?D^^p3-^U7^< 'iiJe'u6ojipO(l)rixaL Ol ev v\xiv Kai [ir\
wn^n avajieiBexcoaav u^ias oi ^lavxeis
?"'Q^nfD u(Acov Kai [ir\ aKODexe eis xa
evDJivia D^icov a ujieis
evujivia^eaOe
Pluses:
MT over LXX: bi<im 'H'pN nlK3:^
26Bright, 208. Carroll, 552-3. Holladay, 132.
27For warnings on this Internal Criteria see Tov. Textual Criticism. 302-5.
28Bright, 208.
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Classification:
Secondary plus; title plus. The MT tends to expand names in
a more consistent way than the LXX does.
MT 29:9 LXX 36:9
K3] on "lpU?3 �'D OXL a8LKa aircoL jipo(j)r|xeuo\)aLV
mn"'~Di<3 ?Tin'PUi^ i<b u|ilv ejil xco ovo^iaxL ^lou kql odk
ajiEoxELXa aircoDS
Pluses:
MT over LXX: mn^-QK]
Classification:
It is a secondary plus. A expansionist addition from parallel
context.29 For our purposes this is an emphatic plus, to highlight the
origin of the words, frommn\
MT 29:10
mbn -"Db ^3 mn^ im tid-'d
?DHX ipDK uw D'viw bnnb
LXX 36:10
OXL OUXCOS ELJIEV KXJpLOS OXQV |AEA,X,r|
jtXripoTjaOaL Ba(3uXcovL
�(38o|^riKovxa ext] EJiLaKEai^ofiai
v[ias KttL EJiLaxriaco xous Xoyous
[iov E(j) v[ias XOU xov ?iaov u|acov
ajioaxp�i|)aL els xov xojiov xouxov
Pluses:
MT over LXX: DllDH
Other differences:
''121 vs. xous ^voyoTJS [lOV
29janzen, 83.
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Classification:
This is an descriptive plus to emphasize the character or
essence of the word of God. Bright considers this plus secondary for
he does not include it in his translation of the text.^o
About the difference in number, the MT is singular and the
LXX is plural, it is difficult to say for certain which one in correct.^i
MT 29:11 LXX 36:11
n3U;nQn"n?< "TWT "DDK ""S kql XoYLOUfAai ecj) u^ias
??"'Vy DU7n �'DDN im XoyLG^iov ELprjvris Kai ov
n'pt D^b^ nl3u;nn rnrr kqkq xou 8oirvaL u^iiv
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) im n3u;nm-nK 'r\VT 'D]K
2) mn' DK]
Other Differences:
mpm rv"inh( vs. xauxa
Classification:
1) This is probably a good example of haplography by the LXX
translator.32 Scribal error.
2) Secondary addition. The MT follows a pattern in adding this
expression, while the LXX would not follow any consistent pattern
in the omission of it.
For the different construction it is likely for the LXX to be correct
while the MT would represent a secondary text ought to the
30Bright, 205.
3lSee also 28:6 where the opposite happens.
32janzen, 118.
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conflation of a variant text for the expression mpm rVlOK appears
elsewhere. 33
MT 29:12
MT 29:13
^r\2m mn'-QK] U2b ''m:^n:^
LXX 36:12
KQL jtpoa�D^aa6� oxpos ^l�
Kai �LaaKo\)ao[xai u^icov
LXX 36:13
Kai �K^r|xriaax� [le Kai
�vpria�X� ^i� OXL ^rixr|a�X� |i�
�v oXr\ KapSia d^ioov
MT 29:14
?ipsn-'pK DDm 'n3U7m
LXX 36:14
Kat �jiL(|)avoDfxaL v[iiv
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) DHD^m m UmiD^
2) 'n:^3pi ?3n'3u;~nx 'n3U7i mn'-DN]
im nlQlp?3n-'?3m ?'lnn-'?3n ?3nK
'n3U7m mn'-QK] nw DDm 'nnin
Other Differences:
vs.
33Holladay, 133.
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Classification:
1) Holladay proposes that this order was in the original text and
thatnriD'pm tin DnNlpl is original while the rest of it could be a
variant of an analogous reading in a conflate text.^^
2) All this addition is generated from other related passages, 16:15,
23:3, 32:37, etc.35 Holladay, on the other hand, argues that not all
this plus ought to be considered expansionist for there are certain
parts that could be perfectly attributed to the prophet or to the
original structure of the text. 36
For the verb difference Holladay prefers to follow the LXX.s^
LXX 36:15
OXL 8LJiaxe KaxEaxriQEV r||j,LV
KTjptos jtpo(j)r|xas ev
(SapuXoovL
Pluses:
none
MT 29:15
34Holladay, 133. So does Bright, 205.
35Janzen, 48. Also see Bright, 205.
36Holladay, 133, 134-5.
37Holladay, 133.
MT 29:16
m^n i'V2 2m'T[ nvT]
nb^3.2
MT 29:17
'3]n nlN3:? mn' iqk r\2
Dy-in-pN nnn-nx n'pir?/:
?nix 'nn]i "i3in-nNT
y-iQ na'pDKn
MT 29:18
3y-i3 3-in3 Dn'-inN 'nDim
mbm bDb nuTrV ?'nnai
np-iu;"?! r]mb^ ub^b i^iKn
--
1U7X ?'1:in-'?D3 UBinb^
?u? ?'nnin
MT 29:19
-bi< '\vm-i<b-im nnn
'nnVu? �iiz;n mn'-QN] 'i^i
?'NDDn 'iDy-nx ?n'^^N
urwm i<b-\ nbm n2m
mn'-QN]
MT 29:20
-b2 mn'--an wqu; nm^
ubmTn 'nn'?u;""H2;K n'pinn
n'pns
Pluses:
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LXX 36:16
LXX 36:17
LXX 36:18
LXX 36:19
LXX 36:20
MT over LXX: all
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Classification:
The order that occupies this material is some what confusing
for interrupts the continuity between verses 15 and 21. Within this
material some can be considered secondary by addition in the MT
text, with deuteronomistic characteristic, and some of the text can be
defective by haplography in the LXX.^s Because these verse are not
found in the LXX , it is difficult to determine the magnitude of this.
For this reason the writer will not infer any redactional implication.
MT 29:21
'n'PK nlx3:^ mn' "iDK-ns
n'U7i7Q-p in"pi:j-'7Ni
']]n "ipiz; 'fDu;3 UDb D'Nsan
?D']'!?*? DDm bns-Ti'pn
LXX 36:21
omcos ELJiE KupLOs EJII Axia^
Kat EJll 2E8EKLaV ibov EYCO
8l8cohl amous els xeipas
(3aaL>^Ecos Ba(3u?^covos kul
jiaxa^EL amoTJS Kax
O(j)0aX|.AODS DfACOV
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) bi<im 'n^N nlN3:j
2) n'u;i7Q-p ; n'^^ip-p
3) "ipiy 'r:i2;3 UDb D'Nsan
4) 12^X11313]
Classification:
1) Secondary plus; tide plus.
2) It is uncertain the character of this plus. It is interesting that
these names and its titles only appear in Neh 11:7, which could
suggest a secondary addition. On the other hand there is the
38janzen, 118. So does Holladay, 133-4.
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possibility of Jeremiah wanting to play on the name n'^PIp , for
which Tibbp and ubp in the next verse will provide this intended
patron.39
3) It is most likely for this to be a secondary plus, from verse 9 and
others.'^o Emphatic plus.
4) See 27:8
MT 29:22
m'pa bob nbbp nnn ^pb^
ini<b b222 im nnn'
?nxDi in'pi:?3 mn' ^jaiz;'
m2 Vn^-^j^n ?'?p�iiz;^
Pluses:
none
Other differences:
LXX 36:22
Kai X.r|aj)ovxai an amcov
Kaxapav ev naot] xr| ajtoiKia
IoD8a ev Ba(3uA,covi Xeyovxes
jtoiriaai ae Kupios cos
288EKLav 8Jioir|ae Kai cos
AxLa|3 ous ajiexriyaviae
(3aaiXeus Ba(3uXcovos ev nvpi
The MT misspells the name 3NnN.
MT 29:23
*?K-|U7'3 r]b22 wv im p'
?n'yn 'u;rnN idx]'i
im -ipiz; ^nw2 121 n3Ti
lyT yi'in 'ddni dh'^:? i<ib
mn'-QN]
LXX 36:23
8l Tjv ejioiriaav avo^iiav ev
laparjX Kai e|iOixcovxo xas
yuvaiKas xcov jtoXixcov amcov
Kai Xoyov expTiiJ-axiaav ev
xco ovo|.xaxi ^lOD ov otj
auvexa^a amois Kai eyco
^lapxDS ^r\oi Kupios
39janzen, 71-2. Holladay, 134.
40janzen, 49. Holladay, 134.
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Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) ip^
2) VT^J]
Classification:
1) Secondary expansion from preceding verses ( v.21, 27:15,
29:9,33).4i Emphatic plus.
2) It is uncertain to determine if this reading is a derived from an
original form or conflate reading.
MT over LXX: imb
Classification:
As pointed out before, there is the consistency by the MT
in adding this plus to introduce any direct discourse. Secondary
addition.
MT 29:24 LXX 36:24
Kat Jipos I,a[iaiav xov
Ai>^a^iLxr|V epzis
Pluses:
MT 29:25 LXX 36:25
nnN im p' imb bnim
-b3-bH D'-iDD r\Dm2 r\nbw
OVK ajreaxELXa ae xco
ovojiaxL [lov Kai jtpos
I]o(t)oviav TJLOV Maaaatou
xov lepea eiJie-bi<^ DbmT2 im nyn
bn^ insn n't27yn-p n'lD:?
imb D'anDn-Vs
4iJanzen, 49. Bright, 205.
'?2janzen, 22. Holladay, 134.
^Holladay, 145.
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Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) bmw" 'ubii hInd:? mn' IQN-nD
2) imb ( twice)
3) D'lDD
4) / ?'7U7n'3 im Dvr]-b3-bi<
D':r]^r\-b^-bH^
Other differences:
nnVu7 nnx "IIZ;^ "jy vs ovk aneo-ceika QE TCO
ovojiaTi [lov
Classification:
1) Probably this plus ought to be considered secondary for it follows
the MT consistency in adding this introductory address.'*'*
2) Secondary pluses, to introduce direct discourse.
3) Secondary plus. Emphatic plus.
4) Secondary addition, for in the next verse the letter is addressed in
second person singular.
MT 29:26 LXX 36:26
ymin' nnn inD ^idhd mn'
mn' n'3 ?'ip3 nrn*? pDn
N3]nm vwn mi<-b-Db
-�pxi nDsnran-'pK Ihn nnnai
p]'>?n
Pluses:
LXX over MT: Kat jiavTi avGpcojico
'*'*See 28:2.
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Other Differences:
MT D^ips (plural) vs LXX lys (singular)
Classification:
MT because of the construction of v.25 needs a plural
form,''5it can be implied that this was a force necessary change to
made, and that the LXX could represent the original form.
The LXX plus is to be considered secondary, taken from the
same verse, probably to make emphasis. Though there is the
possibility for this to be an unconscious copy of the same phrase.
MT 29:27 LXX 36:27
Pluses:
none
MT 29:28 LXX 36:28
b22 ^Tbi< nb^ p-Vy '3
?TO i]3 N'H nsiN imb
-m iVdnt nm lyon i3u;i
inns
Pluses:
LXX over MT: ov SiaxoDTO ajreaTEiXev
MT 29:29
iDDH-HN "insn h'dd:? Kip-n
K'3Dn in'^T n=rn
LXX 36:29
Kat avEyvco 2o(l)OVLas to
Pl(3?^lov ElSTa COTa lEpE^llOl^
45Holladay, 145.
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Pluses:
MT over LXX: N'^DH / "jHSn
Classification:
Both are to be rendered as secondary additions.'*^
MT 29:30 LXX 36:30
in"'Ql"'-'?N mrr ni TI'I kql Eyevexo X,oyos ktjplou
~]!2i<b jipos lEp�|j,Lav Xeycov
Pluses:
none
MT 29:31
n'yfDU? dd"? k3] -hz7K p'
nuTi rnn"?!:; k"? ']ni
LXX 36:31
ajioaT�L>^ov Jipos Tr|v
ajiOLKiav ^Eyoov omcos eljce
KTjpios EJtL Sa^iaiav xov
Aika\xixr\v ejielSti
�ji:pO(j)rixEDa�v d^ilv Haiiaias
KttL Eyco ODK aJtEOXEL^^a
amov Kat jcEJioiOEvat
EJtOLTiaEV xj^ias EJt aSlKOLS
Pluses:
MT over LXX: b3
Classification:
See 26:12; 28:3.
46see 26:1
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MT 29:32 LXX 34:32
ipD ']3n mn' n^N-nD "pb
"wit-bv") -'Dbmr] n'y!:iu;-Vy
^In3 U7'N I'? n'n'-N*?
31133 nKi'-K'pT n=rn nyn-
-QN] '/3y'?-nli7y 'DN-nu;^
mn'-'^y -131 nnD-'3 mn'
Pluses:
MT over LXX: 1) ^nbmr]
2) mn'-^y 121 mD-'3 mn'-QK]
Other Differences:
1) n^n Oyn T|1n3 vs. ev ^leaoo v{iQ}v
2) 'Qy*? vs. Dj^LV
Classification:
1) Secondary plus. Title plus.
2) Secondary expansion. Stylistic plus, it was added to closing
devise for the oracle. "^"^
For the other differences the LXX is more specific than the
MT, and probably reflects a better reading.48
47Holladay, 146.
�*8janzen, 74. Holladay, 145.
CHAPTER 3
Final Considerations and Conclusion
In this section the evidence is brought together. The reached
conclusions will be analyzed within the internal structure of the four
chapters. For this reason, first the writer gives a brief introduction to this
structure.
Even though it is difficult to conceive the unity of these chapters, for
they are not in chronological order, the theme throughout is basically the
same. From the beginning the tradition has gathered chapters 26-29
together as a unit.i This was the understanding of both traditions, for they
provide the same order for these chapters. The theme of false-true
prophesy is very relevant in observing this unity, and more over these
chapters deal with Jeremiah's personal struggles in his ministry and also
God sovereign control and deliverance, as promised to him in the first
chapter of the book . In chapter 26 Jeremiah is almost put to death because
the leaders, specifically the religious authorities (v. 8), considered him a
false prophet because his message of destruction (v.9).2 The information
provided by this chapter is crucial, the audience realizes the primary reason
Jeremiah was not put to dead was his connection within the priesthood and
the government (26:16-7). 3
llf both traditions derived from the same archetype, they follow the order established by whoever put
together this material and form the final work. But if the possibility for these two traditions of gathering
the Jeremiac material separately can be considered, then it is relevant to notice that they, independently,
came up with the same order. Another option is that from the beginning these constituted a topical unit.
2lt is relevant to notice that the priests and prophets did not pay attention to Jeremiah's call to repentance
(v.3) but just to the destructive consequences of their doing. This was so, probably, because they thought
they were going in the right direction with their institutionalized religion.
3Notice that in the narrative the editor or the author added the story of another prophet sent by God who
was not as fortunate as Jeremiah was.
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Chapters 27 and 28 deal with the specific cases of Jeremiah's
struggle; in 27 the Lord tells Jeremiah to make yokes and place them on his
neck and send a message for the surrounding regions and finally to
Zedekiah; YHWH is going to send his servant, Nebuchadnezzar, to rule
over all of them, and the ones who do not submit themselves to him will
perish. The message of this chapter is divided into three main sections.
The first one starts with a general address, "this is what you will say to your
masters", the second is address to Zedekiah, " in like manner I spoke to
Zedekiah king of Judah," and third is address to the priests and all the
people. The message is basically the same, they must surrender to the king
of Babylon and, most importantly, there is the exhortation not to listen to
their prophets for they are prophesying lies in saying that they will not
serve the Babylonian king.
27:4-11
Address:
"to your masters"
Message:
1.- YHWH has
given the land to
Nebuchadnezzar.
2.- Do not listen
to your prophets.
27:12-15
Address:
"to Zedekiah king
of Judah"
Message:
1.- Submit to the
king of Babylon.
2. Do not listen
to the words of
the prophets.
27:16-22
Address:
"to the priests and
to all this people"
Message:
1.- Do not listen
the words of your
prophets.
2.- Serve the king
of Babylon,
These chapters develop their theme in terms of recurring contrasts
between what it is the "national feeling" of what God is going to do and
what God's truthfully desires and wills for the nation. This idea is
particularized in chapter 28, where the specific contrast appears between
the true and the false prophet (Jeremiah vs. Hananiah).
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Chapter 29 concludes this section of exhortation not to listen to their
prophets with the comdenation of two of those false prophets, Ahab and
Zedekiah (verse 21), and Shemaiah. All this section, chapters 26 through
29, started by the Lord's warning not to listen to their prophets, but now in
chapter 29 there is a flash of hope if the Judeans turn to God . The solution
is not in listening to their prophets but in praying to the Lord (vv.12-13).
Nevertheless this message of hope is not all this chapter is about.
Following the pattern of the preceding chapters, it finishes with judgment
upon other false prophets (vv.21-32).
Going back to the textual evidence and redactional implications; the
evidence found in these chapters reinforces the reality that recovering the
original text is not just a matter of erasing the pluses found in the MT
edition and retroverting the reading from the LXX. This task is a more
difficult and complicated one, for as it has been proved both editions
present some sort of evidence that leads the writer to conclude that both
tradition has suffered changes due to independent redactional efforts.
The name/title pluses can be easily dismissed in considering them as
irrelevant pluses. This is a tempting conclusion for the majority of them are
just the filling out of names or titles, and it provides a key for consistency
by the MT editor/s of Jeremiah. This would not be an accurate picture of
these pluses, for among them there are same that can bring us some insight
about the redaction process of the Book, or even can provide us with a
picture of what that original text contained, or perhaps the pluses can open
questions to address different possibilities about this matter.
A clear example of this is 27:1. It is difficult to not consider the
emphatic character of these pluses, more over in a certain way the majority
oftheMT and LXX pluses have some emphatic connotation. In analyzing
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the evidence, the struggle is visible in understanding the unity of this
section, mainly chapter 26 with 27-29, and this plus is the one that points
this out. It is evident the MT editor/s had some problems in understanding
the connection between chapters 26 and 27. This is reflected by the
addition of this plus, it is obvious that he/they understood chapter 27
needed some kind of connection linking with the preceding chapter. Even
this was done erroneously by understanding the link had to be in terms of
historical relationship with the preceding chapter instead of connecting it
with the following material or just leaving it blank as the LXX does. It is
likely the original text did not introduce this chapter, as represented in the
LXX.4
Another interesting fact is that both traditions kept the same order
concerning these chapters. Most likely, the document which these tradition
based their development had the mentioned arrangement. This difference,
as noticed before, would be a crucial point if the MT was rearranging all
previous material, which supposedly followed the same order as presented
by the LXX, for it is obvious that this presented a problem for the MT
editors in terms of the unity of this material. The fact that this does not
happen affirms that really there was not a consistent pattern for the new
arrangement the MT displayed.
Title pluses are provided for a diversity of reasons. Sometimes they
are added also to provide emphatic points. This could perfectly be the case
in the completion of the divine name and the emphatic repetition of the
name of the Babylonian king. In the first case, the recurrence of the full
divine name is obviously a theological emphasis. This emphasis gives us an
^Even though same other conclusions could be raised in considering the other traditions, for they provide
a variations of introductions to chapter 27, it is very likely they were influenced by this confusion provided
by the MT tradition.
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interesting contrast, whiich liappens as well in other prophetic writings. The
fact God's nation is put under punishment but yet God is "YHWH of host
the God of Israel;" though sometimes this title is not written fully but in the
abbreviated form, "YHWH of hosts." The theological impute of the book
stands up, God is in control of every situation, and every historical event
happens under His supervision. The post-exilic Judah had to understand
the exile and misfortune of their people did not happen because they put
their hope in the wrong god. The opposite is the case, they had forsaken
God, now the result is punishment. If they had listened to the message of
their prophets this would never have happened.
The next category of pluses encountered in the comparison of both
traditions are the emphatic ones. As the writer has pointed out before this
is a general category and in some instances many of the other pluses can be
considered within this line. These pluses provided the reader with
information about the end the editor/s wanted to reach in that edition of the
book. It is relevant to notice that many of these additions are not necessary
unless the editor wanted to make clear the point of Jeremiah's message
(27:19,21) and the circumstances the events developed, especially the over
emphasis of the consequences for not following YHWH (27:10, 15; 28:14).
Another feature emphatic pluses underline is the message of the false
prophets (27:18; 28:4,8), though this could be considered together with the
emphasis of the true message, for they are interrelated by contrast. Finally
in chapter 27, 28 these pluses come to us as a way of providing a strong
contrast between the false prophet's message and the true word from
YHWH (verse 18 Vs. 19, 21; 28:4).
Interpretative pluses are provided to explain/complete ideas or words
that were problematic in the eyes of the editor/s or even to provide some
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sort of emphasis.5 This category is filled by LXX pluses, with the
exception of one MT plus (28:16). In some cases these pluses are the
immediate result of the translation process, for interpretation is always
involved in such work; this is the case with 27:5 ( the translator chose to
introduce a subordinated junction), 7 (the translator appeals to his common
sense an decides to translate city as land). Other features, such as
correcting some theological problem, can be attributed to the redactional
process rather than to the translation one; this is the case in 27:6. 26: 7, 8,
16, and 29:1. The fact the translator/s decided to translate this recurrence
of the word prophet as false prophet shows he/they wanted to provide the
reader or listener with an explicit contrast. The only one plus by the MT on
this area, 28:16, is an explanatory one, the editor/s made clear everyone
understands that YHWH's judgment is because of Israel's rebellion against
Him. Any of these pluses are added to clarify or highlight what the editor/s
or translator/s considered important to be understood by the reader or the
listener of this book.
Stylistic pluses are those ones that were added to impress beauty
within the narrative or just to provide links between different material or
ideas. In the MT 26:1, 11, 17, 18; 28:2; 29:24 are evidence of a consistent
plus all over the book (Hf^x'?). The purpose of it is to introduce direct
discourses, for this reason many times it is not worthy to translated but
provide the reader with a mark where these direct speeches start. The
pluses in 27:11; 29:9, 11 contribute to the beauty of the reading, though it
cannot be forgotten that they can be considered emphatic pluses that appeal
^There is a difference between the emphasis provided by the interpretative pluses and that one of an
emphatic plus. Interpretative pluses give the reader some kind of explanation of what is going on or what
kind of people they are deahng with while an emphatic plus will just underline what it has been already
pointed out.
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to the origin of the oracle. 27:1 was added to provide a link between the
preceding and following chapter, and 27:22 as a theological link for the
editor/s considered important to add this light of hope within the fact of the
judgment. In the LXX, 26:19 presents a necessary addition to build a
rhetorical question, this plus is the result of the translation process. 27:6
denotes a stylistic subtraction for the sake of the translation.
Another set of pluses can be distinguished in dealing with these
chapters of the book of Jeremiah, they represent differences in the
construction of sentences or ideas. They also help the reader of the book to
appreciate the tendencies of thought of both traditions. The first one is
found in 26:2; this different construction could suggest a change of
direction by the LXX. Two possibilities are to be considered; 1) it could
just be a mere error done by the translator, or 2) the translator or even the
editor of the Hebrew text underlying the LXX may be giving the reader
some clues about the ones the book was directed toward. If the last option
is the case, and some consistency will have to be found in the book as a
whole, the LXX will present a more inclusivistic message than the MT.
Finally in dealing with these chapters, there is a section the writer
has named "other differences" which reveals some clues about the
redactional process. Two types of differences are noticed: 1) The ones due
to scribal error, which really do not provide any clue about this, for they are
due to mistakes (26:8; 29:15, 22); and 2) differences due to scribal
corrections, which can be subdivided into two subcategories:
a) LXX corrections (28:10,12)or just reflecting a prior
reading(29:10 ?). In which the LXX or the text behind it has
introduced a necessary change, according to the editor/s of this
tradition, to correct the text, or just to clarify or emphasize the
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content. These were probably errors introduced in the text during
the transmission process and the scribes attempted to recover the
original reading.
b) MT corrections (29:11, 26, 32) or just reflecting a prior
reading (29:10 ?).
The second type is the one relevant for this thesis, for these were the
resuh of conscious changes introduced by the editor/s of both traditions.
Sometime these changes were right and other times were wrong, but the
editorial intention can be drawn as the starting point of these changes. The
corrections of the previous text according to what the scribe/s thought that
fit better the context are key elements in the fixing of a new edition.
Though the preceding is true, the writer is aware these changes could just
represent the consequences of the transmission process and not of an
editorial effort.
Questions Raised by this Study
The purpose of this section is to formulated questions that will be the
starting point of any further study of the Book of Jeremiah by this writer.
The first set of question are related to the editorial process of both
traditions. It has been demonstrated by this writer that both traditions have
undergone some kind of redactional process. The first question to ask is
about the assumed starting point of any textual study that every tradition
based its work upon a finished literary work:^ Is this assumption correct?
^The aim of textual criticism is that there was an original archetype of the book. A finished and organized
unity which by process of transmission by redactional means gave birth to the versions and traditions are
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Are there possibiHties for the two traditions in basing their worlc upon an
unfinished literary work?, if so, is this the case in Jeremiah? The second set
of questions are related to the order of the material in Jeremiah: Is there a
consistent link between the sections which are organized differently that
can reflect an independent redaction work apart from the idea of one
tradition basing its work upon the other, or was one tradition merely basing
its work upon the other and rearranged the last one?.
The following questions are directly related to this study. The first
set of questions are directed towards the title pluses. It is obvious that in
comparing the MT with the LXX there is a consistency by the MT editor/s
in adding these pluses; but there are some exceptions to this'^ that cannot be
explained by considering their redundancy, for it seems that excessiveness
in repetition was not an issue the editor/s considered. Is the consistency for
adding these pluses a fact? If so, is there some connection that links the
material in which the pluses are added to them?
Concerning the rest of the pluses: How far do the emphatic pluses
take the reader into the mind of the redactor once the book as a whole is
considered? How far does the LXX translator/s in his/their interpretative
task go? Is this just reduced to falsehood of prophesy?
Finally there are some instances in which, comparing both traditions,
some inclusive/exclusive character can be distinguished. ^ The next set of
questions deal with this. Is this inclusiveness/exclusiveness just the fact of
comparing these two traditions? Is this an accurate observation of the
encountered today. This is an assumption, and as such can be right or wrong, for not completed original
book of the ancient world, at the best of the writer's knowledge, has been ever found
''Many times nouns and titles appear in their simple form. This is the case with 26: 2, 4, representing the
recurrence of the simple form for the divine name, 26: 12 Jeremiah without the title "the prophet", and so
on.
^See 26:2 as an example of this possible observation.
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purpose of those editor/s or is it just an accident and there was not intention
in being inclusive/exclusive considering different audiences?
APENDIX
Four different spellings of the Babylonian king can be found in the
Book of Jeremiah comparing the MT, LXX, and the Targum^:
L- [-Ni-]
2.- [-VNl-]
3.- 1:JX]1D133 [-KM
4.-
21:2
21:7
22:25
24:1
25:1
27:6
27:8
27:20
28:3
29:1
29:3
29:21
32:1
32:28
MT LXX
Na(3o\JxoSovoaop
Napoo^xoSovoaop
Napouxo8ovoaop
TARGUM
iThe Targum is considered a secondary source for textual studies. Nevertheless, the writer has considered
relevant to show the spelling of the Babylonian king as it appears in this version as a late development in
the spelling of this name.
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34:1
35:11
37:1
39:1
39:5
39:11
43:10
44:30
46:2
46:13
46:26
49:28
49:30
50:17
51:34
52:4
52:12
52:28
52:29
52:32
Napox)xo8ovooop
Na|3ouxoSovoaop
Na(3ouxo5ovoaop
* absence of the name
"
same spelling than above
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